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Holland City News.
YOL. XV -NO;

41.

HOLLAND,
Law

in

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

MICH.,

store were forced open and an entrance to
the cellar obtained.Desperate efforts were

NoticesofBirths, Marriages, and Deaths pub-

made

from the

dently novices
tbelr

paper staned at Sparta, Mich., by J. W.
4. If subscribers move to other places without
informjngthe publisher, and the papers are sent Hal lack in the interest of the “old
to

ftt the

and missed business get that which lies outside of
tbelr own precincts.Even states have to

business

coveted gain.

TO LOAN.
PROVIN,

0fflce&T»%7mcrUolcl’

etc.; and a bottle of Baking Powder.

ConaliiloB Xirohat.

f'

,n

H.

CommissionMerchant, and

Qr*!B. Fioflr and Produce. Highest

Oran anl Vedietau.

D0SKaL0.^^.rtaBr^

r

Medi-

|fghthPh8{;

Van den Berge’s Family Mediclnei. River Btreet.

1Z1680.

ruralturs.

l»A kinds of Furniture, Curtains. Wall Paner
CtrpetB, Coffin,, Plctare h.me., eti.rKlTefK. '

Qnm

many more. He

tensively,like Kansas and Dakota, fill up

new people and new

rapidly with

indui-

tries. If Holland would offer special in-

ducements to manufacturers,remit their
taxes for a few years, and spend * few
hundred dollars in advertising the same,
It

might double Its population

in a

decade!

Now

if some of our wood subscribers Our sister city of Grand Haven has comtrades new stoves for old ones.
ITEMS.
would keep tbelr promises our happiness menced to stir up these matters and the
enterprise of Holland should again assert
/ M. H. Ford, Congressmanfrom this would be complete.
Us sway.
The call to arms — “John take the CongressionalDistrict, was in Holland
No act of kindness is more highly apbaby.”
|ast Saturday. Mr. Ford gives the people
preciated by us thin that of having some
Hope Church Choir Oonosrt.
of Holland and vicinity credit for his old stereotypedwould-be business man
Local happenligs of interest are very
election and will undoubtedly work at who does not spend a dollar a year, with
scarce this week.
The News la printed on Friday evening,
every opportunity for our interests.
all the newspapers In the town, kindly tell
too
early to give a report of the concert of
The walls of the Alberti building are
One farmer on the Lake Shore recently us just how we can best spend our money
Hope
Church Choir, but we trait that
up to the first story.
sold ninety sheep, eight head of cattle, and and time “booming’’the town. We mean
friends of the church and citizens generDr. 0. E. Yates visited Plslnwell, his thirteen hogs to a wholesale butcher of one of those old fellows who never patron- •lly will give the efforts of this musical
this city and netted a handsome sum for ize a newspaper unless they have a long
old home, Tuesday.
organization the hearty encouragement,by
himself. There is somethingfor the obituary notice which they desire printed
a large audience, which they deserve.
The Circuit Court for this county has farmer to do besides raising wheat.
free and who always print their business
Music, as a study, ii sadly neglected in
been in session this week.
cards with a rubber stamp.
Temperance lecture at the Opera
this city, and when there ii so much talent
Infant baptism next Sabbath morning House next Monday evening. Mrs. Mary
The Scientific American, advertised in combined in one organizationas in this
Lathrop, who is ranked with Miss Francis
at Hope Reformed Church.
another column under the bead of one, it is fair to presume thst even the
Willard as a platform speaker, will ad"Patents,’’ certainly needs no one to “sing moat skeptical will not fail to patronize
It pays well to advertisegood goods and
dress the meeting. Let her then be
its praises,” but, notwithstanding this the art moat liberally after having attendit pays equally well to buy them.
greeted with a full house and a collection
fact we feel It an absoluteduty to the ed this concert and listened to the iweet

LOCAL

lusittW Diwdtmj.
w.

wants to sell as

is again lime to

This week a gentlemanly agent called reach out for Immigrants,and those state*
which advertise all their advantages ex-

i

and

it

reach out tor new manufacturinginterests,

to force

and

DEAOH,

742.

cellar to

the former direction,they are
re held responsible.
lished without charge for subscribers.
soldier boys.” The paper is one which at our office and left a box of Cerealine, a
5. The courts have decided that refusing to take
advertising bills collectableQuarterly.
periodicalsfrom the office, or removing and leav- cannot help but take with the “boys” and flaky substance, tho product of white
ing them uncalled for Is prima facia evidence of
Indian corn, readily soluble, easily di
we wish friend Hallack success.
intentionalfraud.
6. Any person who receives a newspaper and
gested, and containing a largo amount of
In sums to suit on productive Real Estate. makes use of it, whether he has subscribed for it
A. 13. Bosman is still doing business
nitrogenous matter
very palatable;
or not. Is held in law a subscriber.
and
wants the reader to see his advertise7.
The
postmaster
who
neglects
to
give
the
L. 8.
also a bottle of Prof. Horsford’a Acid
Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Agent. legal notice of the neglect of a person to take from inent in this issue. He has sold over one
the office the newspapersaddressedto him, is liaPhosphate, a preparationfor dyspepsia
ble to the publisher for the subicription price.
hundred and twenty-five stoves this fall

M0NE7

NO.

open the door leading and to induce capitalists and others from
the store, but without abroad to invest hero. In these modern
avail. The would-be burglars were evi- days only those cities which reach out for
then

The

itaslnaesCards In City Directory, not over three
$2 per annum.

As election is over

.

Wm.

lines.

WHOLE

Relation to Newspapers,

List of letters remaining In the post
Subscribers who do not give express notice
office at Holland, Micb., Nov. 11, 1880:
to the contrary, are considered as wishing to conTerms of Subscription
tinue their subscriptions.
Mrs. C. H. Finn,
Hake, Mrs. G. W.
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
2. If subscribers order the discontinuance
of
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
their periodicals,the publishers may continue to Miller, Miss Alie Wagins, Mary Znllnmcn.
send them until all arrears are paid.
paid at six months.
Wm. Veuhrek, F. M.
8. If subscribers neglect or refuse to take their
periodicalsfrom the office to which they had been
Katea of advertising made known on application.
directed,they are held responsible till they hud
Yearly advertlaera have the privilege of three
lie- Union is the name of a new
sou led their bill and ordered the paper discontlnchanges.
1

13, 1886.

Ouliri.

V'Ar> P^.TT?N’ J?- & 8°NS, GeneralDealers in
' Bry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,HaU and
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.

-

A

-

^

rousing demonstration—getting a

-

growing boy out of bed

V,

Botstj,

morning.

in the

that will cover expenses.

general public, at least that portion of

it

N. Castbnholz has made arrangements which has never seen or heard of the

tones produced by the ladies

men Interested.Below we

and

gentle-

publish a pro-

gram of the concert:
attendedthe R^cea paper, to tell them that such a "one is
part i.
at the Fair Grounds on the afternoon of published”at the low price of $3 a year,
very unpleasant
Saturday, Oct. 80, and who are dissatle- and its true value cannot be overesti- 1. Hoyden.
The Heavens are Telling.
Chorus.
fled and want their 25 cents refunded, can mated. It stands at the head of all publi-

--- 1

"

so that all partieswho

Rain and snow oyerhead and slush under foot

^

made Tuesday

day,

01
and be8t ““P1® rooms in the
state, Free bus In connection with the hotel.
Hut

a

Indian summer was snowed under
L1V67 and Silt Stabln.

last

Saturday morning. Since then we have giving
ihad several snow storms of short duration.

NISLffl;^iX“11

have the same by calling at

8al0 subl0;

this office

and cations

may

a receipt therefor.

The semi-annualapportionment of

vT

tL5cFrxm.ftjrv.aDo*

fli,cd'

& Sons have

just completed a storehouse 20x50 feet, on
Phyilelim.

Seventh street, between Market and Cedar

TT'REMERS, H.., Physicianand Surgeon. Resi\. idenco on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St.
the drug store of Kremers A Bangs.. Offlee hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from 6 to 6 p.m
9

streets.

flic# at

Van der Meulen,

Rev. John

of

file

be seen at this office

of the paper

and

deficiency of $00.16 in the

May

subscrip-

If Holland ever

Saving Crew
are rapidly Improvingin

grows up to the

full

4.

great city will surround Macatawa Bay 5.

and encircle it with thriving business 0.
streetsand inviting homes. Tnen near

Capt. Morton.
The life boat may be seen out in Lake

is

"YTATES, 0. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office Ebenezer,Mich., will preach in English
J. at residence on Uie corner of River and
Michigan daring the severest weather and advantages for water sports and amuseEleventh streets, formerly occupied by the late Dr. next Sunday evening in the First Respectators are often alarmed at the prosLOaODOGFa
ments than Holland City. Why not renew
formed Church.
pects of their reaching shore without acthe efforts to perpetuate a Boat €lub f
Rev. Henry E. DosKER.of-Hope Semin- cident.
The new winter time card for the Chi«W,Lnd8p^,!,reu'lD‘‘oo,e ,orme'iioc- ary, will occupy the pulpit of the Third / Huntley’s new factory is progressing cage
cago and West Mich. K’y will go into

Campana.

The Smuggler.

Gilmore. Bass.

Glover.
w

Gently UlgUO
Sighs the
v.vuiijr
IUU

Randegger.

Breeze.
DI
Zeeh.
The Mariners.

Mrs. Diekema. Messrs.

Peek and

Misses Martha and

Emma

Barri.

part n.

1.

Gottschalk.

OJos Crlolloi.
Misses Doeaburg and Jones. Piano.

™bl,rv
H»rp
Diekema aud Miss

probably a fact that no other city of

equal size makes smaller use of its rare

Fantlasla Brllliante.
Piano.

Boone.

Gilmore.
Saved from the Storm.
Mrs. Diekema.

will see the

Bay dotted with sail boats, canoes, ateam
at this harbor launches, light crafts propeded by oars
drill under the
which beat time to the rower’s songs. It

efficient Instructionof

Rossini.
D.

measure of its opportunities, the future

summer moonlight night

Itallla.

Peek and Gilmore.

3.

Miss R.

each
Life

Donizetti.

Mrs. Diekema, Miss E. Zeeh, Messrs.

apportion- will be the beach, utilized for bathing, and

ment.

The

2.

the

Interest on the state primary school fund
Last Tuesday morning w. L. Kellogg
has been made. The amount apportioned
VrAN RAALTE, B., dealearin Farm imple- started for the East with a carload of to Ottawa county schools is $7,225.95.
aud ““cbiuery. Cor. River and horses. He expects to be gone about two
Ninth Streets.
Number of children included in apporweeks.
tionment, 12,790. The above includes a
'17'AN DER VKN, J. M., Manufacturesthe best

firm of R, Kanters

kind. A

tions received.

MiBnfiotorlti,
Mllli, Shops, Sto.

The

of its

of the

8* ,
Gori*.
Mrs.

Winds.

R, Boone.

Manager in Trouble.

Mrs. Diekema,

MUs

Jones, Messrs.

-

Peek and Gilmore.

4-

Bellsario.
Miss Kittie Doeaburg. Plano.

5. Selection,

,
.Mrs.
G.
P.
Hummer.
Reformed Church next Sunday morning ‘'nicely. The cold and rainy weather of
Witohii isi Javilry.
°f \effe<
iffect to-morrow, Sunday, noon. There 6. Karl
Vogals Waltz.
and afternoon.
this week has somewhat delayed the work
Chorus.
rt, >re, we are informed, no very great
BRjS« litaS’
“however. Mr. Huntley has just co
changes in the running time. The train
and Eighth
Newly elected Congressman,M. H.
pleted several new tenement cottages on
run by Conductor A. H. Brink, formerly The Holltnd Buiinen Men's Association.
Ty YKHUY8EN, H., dealer in Watches,Clocks, Ford, has been in Manistee this week re- Tenth street, near the railroad track, and is
run from Pentwater to Allegan will now
T? Jewelryand Spectacles,cor. Ninth and C* porting the Circuit Court proceedingsof
Car streets.
contemplating the erection of several be run from Pentwater to Grand Rapids
The Holland Business Men’s AssociaManisteecounty.
more.
direct, and Conductor Gibbons will run a tion is now composed of some twenty-five
— Mr. J. A. Lambert, cashier at the special from this city to Allegan instead of members. There are over one hundred
/ The new Engine House and Jail will
persons engaged in mercantile pursuits
soon be ready for occupancy.Come on jfro:
'roight depot at this place, has resigned to Grand Rapids as heretofore.ConnecF. & A. M.
in
Holland and every one should become
you tramps and “vags” there will soon be, 'his position. Mr. Lambert has been a tions will be made with the D., L. & N,

streets.

aiKMrarM'is.S'sa l^od
10.

Dec. 8.

John,

St.

a

‘jnn’e 24,

daya

-

-

N

L1

here.

time members of this Asaociation.The objects
the best of satisfactionboth to the public card has been delayed for some time on of the Associationare clearly defined in
Hardware business is booming in this and to the railroad company. Mr. account of the bulldintrof a bridge at Big the Constitutionand By-Lawi which we
ina city. Shovels and pick-axes are in good
publish below:
Arthur Goodrich,of Fennville, has taken Rapids to facilitate this arrangement.

PlpfiSs
Dec.

D. L. Botd, W. M.
0. Bbiyman, Sec'v.

quarters for you

demand. The

“canal

scheme” is

/

respon-

WhS?-

S2:

Harmony Lock Box.
Holland, Mich,

there not being a

itarkets.

was

In

PoUto"«

Mary

day evening for the benefitof the temper- family by the name of Joslin near where
the boy worked. The letter also states
ance cause in tbia city. Mrs. Lathrop is

M. Rosin, who

lives about

The Grand

one mile

Mr. Ford’s friends say

that Mr.

The County CanvassingCommittee

C

___

____

the marriage of our old friend, Alonzo

Herold, of Palen & Herold, of that

city,

Miss Sadie Bold' on last Wednesday
Governor,
evening. Mr. and Mrs. E. Herold, of
to

give the pluralities of

Congressman aud county officers accord-

this city, father and

mother

of the

groom,

ing to the official count; Luce, 658;
attended the wedding ceremony. Mr.
McBride, 789; Moon, 300; Woltman,

We

believe that a Bnalneat Men's As-

Resolved,That we, boaineas men of Holland and

CONSTITUTION.
A

Tbs name of

KTICI.1 1—

ibis

NANS.

organization aball be the Hot-

land Business Men's Association.
ABTICLZ II— OBJECTS.

to

be obtained are the following:
1.

Promoting kinder feellnp toward honorable

competitors and removing the inclination to berate and criminate neighbors In trade.
2. Greater care to secure good helpers and mnU
and keep them worthy by a livelierInterest In
their efforts, habits and comforts.
3. Inspiring confidence between buyer and seller
by doing business on legitimate principles.

Herold is one of Holland’s best boys, hav4. Shorter hours for doing business In, and an
ing been bora aud brought up here. After honest endeavorto educate the buyer to make bis
311; Gibbs, 572; Brayton, 3090; Van
the fire of 1871 he commenced work In purebaseebetween 7 a. m. and &p. m., six days •
week.
Blyck, 701; Vlsscher, 679. Votes on
Grand Rapids and succeededso well that
5. The proper observanceof all national holiamendment relative to salaries of state
four years ago he embarked in business days and more frequent Intervalsfor rest and reofficers, 910 yeas, 917 nays.
for himself. The crowning event in bis creation.
1301; Turner, 640; Kelly, 1430;

Lillie,

Bran’ f]00*8-- 75c; Barley, V
Burglars tried to gain an entrance
Clover «eed,« $>.,$5.00;Torn McBride need not fear the winter that is
Coro, Veiled. 50.; F]°ar. approaching.If he has not got employment
Into
the store of A. Steketee last Tuesday
Fine corn me«i:
$160; Feed7$i
IM&; Hay, $10.00! for the season they will give him work on night, but were scared away before the
"o\y
the "canal” which is to be built here im- accomplishmentof their designs. The
B,e’60ci
mediately.
iron window shutters in the rear of the

»*

Rapids papers announce

completed tbelr election returns last Tues-

day. We

Whertae,

sociation will accomplishthese objects; therefore

The objecU of this Association shall be to unite
that any iaformation famished about merchantsand other reputable boalneaamen for
them will meet with a substantial reward, reform, developmentof induatries and work for
and is signed Mary C. Billings, 1017 the general good, and to promote by all legitlmat#
means the social, moral and boaineas intereetaof
Harney srteet, Omaha, Neb.
its members. Among the special objects sought

lecture.

SfliC.

»u

Mrs.

the cause of temperance attend this

Apples, 80, 85c; Beans. $1.85: Butter, 18c; Begs sooth of the city, has raised a large quanSOc; Honey, 12c; Onions.OOc;Potatoes, 40c K
tity of celery this past summer and now
Grain, Food, Eto.
has eight hundred dozen stalks in banks
(WHOLB8AL1.)
for the winter market.
(CorreeUdevery Friday by IF. H. X»och.\
Backwheat, 40c; Bran, « 100 lbs..t0c; Barley
On November 16th only, tickets will be
V cwt,$l. 00, Clover seed, $ bu.$4.00; Corn Meal
J* cwt, 95c; Corn, shelled, 38; Flour, sold at Holland to Chicago and return for
J4*00! Wn® Corn Meal, 9 100 lbs., $1.40; Feed, «
ton $ 9.00; Hay, $8.50, Middlings,V 100 lbs* $4.95. Tickets good to return not later
75c; Oats, $6 eta.; Pearl Barley, V 100 lbs., $6.00;
than Nov. 20, giving persons a chance to
Sreed’|2 00; Whe!l,’Whlte68c, RedFulta, 68c; Lancaater Red, 70c. Corn, attend the Fat Stock Show.

K40;

at death’s

J. Lathrop, of Jackson, running logs on the Hamlon, or Hamilton
river, and the girl was living with a
the Opera House oext Mon-

last Thursday for the purpose of a forcible and earnest talker and will un-

wa next season.

v

extended nearly to the

making arrangementsfor a ferry boat to doubtedly preaent some new ideas on this
run between the various Parks at Macata- great subject. Let every one interested in

(WHOLSSAbl.)

BITAIL.

hereby organ ixe ourselves into such an Aasocla
Uon and adopt the conatitutionand by-laws following:

fire

will lecture in

not— dudei.
J. H. Spires, of Grand Rapids,

Produce, Etc.

BITAIL.

door

high wind at a most opportune and Is very desirousof seeing or comtime the buildingi, and the groves, would
municatingwith them. The last she
have been seriously damaged.
heard of them was in 1888. The boy was

serious than were at first sup-

Hotel building and but for a slight shift

feel not— clocks. Brains, yet they think

town

1065 Onl0nB, 600 :

mother of these children ii

vicinity,duly assembled on October 21, 1886, do

informed by parties at Alacata-

are

in the

on
W. A. Hollky, R. K.

CEF,

PREAMBLE.

hold a meeting last Tuesday evening, but posed. The

«UJe>.c2nolTent'No-88'
me«t# In Odd Fellows . EyEs, yet they see not— potatoes. Ears,
Hall at 7 :80 p. m., on the Firat and Third Monday
yet they hear not— corn. Months, yet
of each month. All Sir Knlghu are cordiallyinvited to attend. Cheapest Life Insurance Order they speak not— rivers. Hands, yet they

WuoSSc! MOne3r’

this

Whereat,Comparisonof ideaa and methods and
concert of action are neceeaary to the well being of
any commnnlty; and

quorum present, did not were more

K. 0. T. X.

Big Rapids and the Issuing of

PostmasterVerbeek this week handed
us a letter from Omaha, Neb., in which
the writer makes anxious inquiries after
two children, a boy and a girl, by the
name of Carrie and Daniel Billings.The

account of wa Park that the receot forest fires there

adjourned until next Tuesday night.

at

his place.

We

Common Council, on

The

municationashould bo addressed to

©ur

good and faithful officer, and has given

sible for this state of the trade.

Knights of Labor.

..SOT

,

1

/

Nov.

_ Mere.

life, however,

was

that of last

evening, and his

friends in

wishing him and

through life.

_________ ____
;

______

:

6. Abolishingthe tendency to indiscriminate

credit and stimulating the Bellingof merchandise
this
for ready pay.

his young
a pleasant and prosperous voyage

city join ns in

bride

many

Wednesday

_______

7.

Protectionagainst Inferior and adnltersttd

goods, short weights, connts and meaaures, flctltl-

{Continued on fourth page.)

_______ ____ ___
:

'

f(i)l[!ll|ll

fits i«®S.

postmastership at Sedalia, but Heard refused to commend him for the position.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.
A Chicago

POLITICAL*

dispatch

AFTER THE BATTLE.

of the 9th

HARVARD'S JUBILEE.

inst.

says: “Only three small pork-packing Morrison Charges the Pennsylyanla
The Old Univenity Extends a Royal
Election notes: Nearly complete re- houses at tho Union Stock Yards were in
cm*. MICHIGAN.
Protectionistswith Compassturns from California give a plurality of operation yestenlay. The number of men
Welcome to the Chief
ing His Defeat.
out on strike is estimated at 15,000. There
302 to Bartlett, the Democratic candidate
Magistrate.
were repeated cases of assault upon
for Governor. The Legislature is Demo- strangers intending to commence work,
The Feeling in Washington-What Seccratic by 13 on joint ballot. The latest for which the offenderswere heavily
retary McPherson, of the BepubBanquet at Which President
Congressional returns indicate the election lined. Ihe First and Second regiments
LATER ELECTION RETURNS.
of lour Democats— Thompson, Briggs, of militia were sent from the city to the
lican Committee, Says.
Cleveland Makes a
Do^olt dispatch says: The McPike, and Sullivan— and two Republi- pards, by special train, and quartered
Speech.
cans— Vandeverand Morrow. Mr. Springin packing- houses. Sheriff Hnnchett gives
MorrlHon Interviewed.
notice that ample proteciion will he furi 2f.8. J?®0^ “?j?nty for Congress in the
from™ 7 rtw^Pnii111^0* the flJ?ure not I J^rteenth Hbnois District is 974. nished to all men desiring to work, and
said. President Cleveland,accompaniedby
fromof7,0°°.
returns show the Speaker Carlisle is elected in. the that no one will he admitted to the yards
oTecUon
' the
following. Congressman, Sixth Kentucky District by
m a! unless he has businessto transact. ‘ The
in responseto inquiries ns to tho causes of
Secretaries Bayard, Endicott, Whitney,
.
Pluralities indicated: nrsc
jonty of seven or eight hundred.
packers have entered upon a campaign for his defeat: “Jarrett, the tin-plateemissary and Lamar, received an enthusiasticwelhcial returns from every countv in the the expulsionof tho Knights of Labor, of 1 eunsylvauia, and other protectionists
come at Boston on the 8th inst. They par1 ^OUrth, Julius
professing to represent the Knights of
Stale show that Robertson(Rep.) has 3,047 and give notice that hereafter no member
ticipated
in celebrating the 2o0th anniverLabor
and
other
labor
interests
were
in
the
pluralityfor LieutenantGovernor of In- of u union will be employed until he has
district ten or more days, just before the sary of the foundingof Harvard College,
diana. Col,. Dwyer, ex- Senator Dorsey’s renounced his allegiance.”
election, hinng and bribing such as could
candidate for Congress in New Mexico, was
It is stated by the Cincinnati Times- Star
where thirty-fivehundred graduateshad
ho hired and bribed, and contrived to conbeaten by Joseph (Dem.) by over 3,000.
(hat Speaker Carlislewill, at the expiration solidate in Baker’s interest most of the assembled. The exerciseswere held in
Th® laM8t wtura8 «ivo tlio Btato Lu^is- I he next West Virginia Legislature will
rarore as follows: Uenate— ItopublicanB 22
have a Democratic majority of nine on joint of his term in Congress, remove to Wichita, labor element, in proof of which hiring Sanders’ Theater, Cambridge,where James
^
House- Hopubncuns, 05; Demo! ballot. In the Seventh Congressional
Kansas, where his sons are engaged in and briberywe have Jarrett’s letters. While Russell Lowell delivered a classic address,
crats, 30 ; Labor. ; doubtful, 3.
tins was going on Baker was declaring for
Co/orodo.— A Denver dispatch says the Re- District of Ohio the Democrats re-elected burin *89 ..... The official canvass in the
Oliver Wendell Holmes read a poem.
a pure ballot. Mr. Hewitt’s interview, and
publicansnow concede the- election of Adams James E. Campbell over John Little by Second Congressional District of IlliSubsequently 1.200 guests seated them(Dom.), for Governor,by 2.0JJ plurality.Indi- three majority. The Republicans will
nois gives the seat to Frank Law- falsely representing me as standingin tho selves at the banquet tables in Memorial
/n?«D»8 .fR^r the ol?ction of Myran W. Rood accept the count. The Prohibition
ler by a plurality of six votes ..... way of tariff reductions, facilitatedJar1 J'/„At the cl08e of the banquet Presirett n mission of bribery in (he interest of
vote in Illinois foots up more than 20.001). Iho official canvassers of New Jersey anL‘
Cleveland was introduced, and spoke
The Virginia Congressional delegation nounce that the next Legislature will eom- protectionists; hut it is all right if tho blood dent
as
stands: Republicans, G; Democrats, 3; pr S3 forty Democrats, thirty-nineRepub, „maityrs is still the seed of the
^•“apolia telegramsays there Knights of Labor, 1. The Democratshave
church.”
AND «kntlemen-I find mylicans, and one Labor Democrat. The
la no louRer any doubt of the RepublicinshavIo
the
question
whether
the
result
was
a
a majority of 2 on joint ballot in the New
board also reports officiallythat tho Third
Wngn°l^te.Mtheir.,.tat0 ticket’ wita the excop.
Jersey Legislature.Returns from 81) of Districtof Passaic County is a tie, Carroll surprise,Col. Morrisonsaid: “I recognized
Tf Bru.co C&rr> the candidatefor
. T11? Le8'8l»tureis very close, both
the influencesthat were at work ns I went
the 88 counties in Ohio indicate that Rob(Labor- Democrat) and Emley (Republican)
PMties claiminga majority of from one to three.
an united guest, the reflectionthat for mo there
through the district. I received » great exists
having received tho same number of votes.
iotco.— Nearly complete unofficial returns inson (Rep.), for Secretary of State, will
no alma mater gives rise to a feeling of
deal
of
information
as
to
what
was
going
from every county in tue State except Marion have a plurality of 11,488 over McBride
In several districts the reportedpluralities
k*0*1 ,8 kindly tempered onlv by tho
ana Lyon show that the Democrats carried (Dem.).
tn. but what surprised mo was tho solidity cordiality of your welcome and your reassuring
are very small, and recounts will he defact is recalled that only
The New York Sun declares in favor of manded by both Democrats and Repub- with which the element that defeated mo twtl\o (’f myIf*the
twenty -one prodocesBorsIn office
was
handled
this
time.
Heretofore!
have
licans.
counties, with an aggregatemajority of 2.1,931. Samuel J. Randall for the Democratic
had the advantage of a collegiate or university
had my share °f the labor vote of tho disNet Republican majority, 15.C41. Morion and
a proof m presented of the demoThose who believe in omens have some- tnct. This time it was handled as I have education,
Lyon wiU about offset each other. The Repub- Presidentialcandidate in 1888 ..... Gideon
cratic sense of our people rather than an arguthing to talk about. DistrictCommissioner indicated.
JlSi'n 'im?t ‘i10 HnPromo value of tho best and
Wrv'o°r!e^“^gr“Mmen 0X001,1 H‘-VOi’ J. Tucker has written to President Clevee5luoatl?u In high public positions.
When asked if he thought tho cause of TW
Webb
gave a dinner to President Cleveland
land,
declining
to
serve
as
a
commissioner
1 hero certainly can be no sufficient reason for
-XiFlia,ie0ui~?;}}0 Hinnesota Legislature
* T^a H®pnbli°an majorityof 29 on joint to examine and report upon 100 miles of last week. At the last moment Chief Justice tanft reform has receiveda set-back by any space or distance between tho walks of tho
ballot Tlie vote on Governor is exceedingly
reason of his defeat, or by that of Mr.
to a1S^ltU.0“‘10n UnJ “‘0 "-‘icloee. Israel B Abbott, a negro Republican, railroadconstructed by the Oregon & Cali- Cnritersent his regrets. This left a party Hurd, or Mr. Carlisle’sdose call, ho reof
thirteen.
The
host,
however,
pressed
fornia
Railroad
Company
in
southwestern
has been elected to Congress from the Second
Any disinclinationon tho part of tho most
North Carolina District,defeating O'Hara Oregon, because the salary is' hardly ade- his son into service as a guest, and Grover plied: “Oh, no, not at all. Our cause is
cultured of our oitftens to mingle
growing
right along. We have lost no
(colored) Republican,and the Democratic nomI'n iH,
n(J consequent abandonment
quate to the expenses of tho trip, and be- was left in ignorance of how narrowly he
inee. Iho Democrats of Nebraska have elected
of politicalactivity t> those who have but littlo
strength.
Io
tho
inquiry
whether
any
one-thirdof the members of the Legislature, cause, if the hospitalityof the road were escaned having a shadow cast over his
sentiment antagonisticto the adminis- iimUfn vf,’rmUI Cnt f.1!1 BohoIar iu Politics,aro
“luck.”
not f.i\ arable conditionsunder u government
Swvm iV? th®1ll08tiIit.v
of the Germans to the accepted, a favorable 'report would place
tration had had any hearing on the re- such ns ours, and if they have existed toadamProhibitionplonk in the Republican platform. him under the imputation of venality.
The latest failure reported from Balti- sult, Col. Moirison said: "No, I think not. aging extent very recent events appear to indimore is that of L. N. A J. S. Hopkins, I hese are hard times. There is some feel- cato that the educationand conservatismof tho
EAST.
land uro to bo hereafter more plainly heard in
dealers in cotton and fertilizers, who have ing that the change of administration has
W|H- Purely tho
not been followed by that effect on business ^L°,»X,ir<i',blon
Major
Mackenzie
has
raised
a
breeze
asscls of $50,000. Thev were closely conMrs. Lucy Parsons, wife of the Chim Haff' efStlUy Wh,ch awalts a patriotic effort
anil by such a revival of good times as was
"''ehalf of our country will be sooner reached
cago anarchist, deliveredan address at in tne War Departmentby a report that the nected with John I. Middleton A Co'., now anticipated. This feeling,what there was if the best of our thinkers and educated men
insolvent.
der If ft solemn duty of citizenship
Kroebel's volksgarten in Jersey City, Sun- high bridge without a draw now being built
of it, producedsome apathy among DemoAn intimate friend of Miss Rose Cleve- crats, perhaps, hut I did not discover any affaire ,YrRC.tica,1y00gftgo in political
at
Dubuque
is of a pattern totally diflerent
affairs and if the force and power of their
day afternoon,to an audience of two hunland gives the following ns among the reathought and learning shall bo willinglyor
anti- administration sentiment based upon
dred anarchists. She was particularlyvin- from that authorized by Congress, and that
no plans thereforhave been submitted
sons why she severed her connection with any specific objection to the course of the ment1 Ue y ackuowK*,1Kod in party managedictive in her abuse of the police in Jersey
President.”
ilham Cramp & Sons, of Philadelphia,
City, who, she claimed, had intruded upon
H I am to speak of tho President of tho UnitMr. Elder's Chicago magazine:Authors
have
made
arrangements
to
construct
for
Touching again upon the remark of Mr. ed States I desire to mention as tho most pleasthe meeting, and whom she called bloodwhose
contributions she had accepted freHewrtt as telegraphed, Col. Morrisonsaid: ant and characteristic feature of our system of
suckers and vampires. She alfco made a the Government a dynamite gun cruiser
which will ho capable*^>T maldno tweni'v I ll".e“t,|y,1"'role
t0 >>cr asking if she still
Mr. Hewitt s bill is a good one. It legislates government the neanieHsof tho people to their
very violent attack on the American flag
resident and other high officials.A close view
knots an hour and of firing a M-nomd
““<i “ving that they
definitely upon certainpoints which are now
and on the constitutionof the United States.
afforded our citizens of tho acts and conduct of
dynamite
eholl every
mtonteZ
Se
' h“d “°‘
for their articles. She left to construction by the TreasuryDethose to whom tuoy have intrusted their interIt was noticeable that every time the
wrote to Mr. Elder and demanded tho inpartment. and which not infrequently give ests servos as a rogulatjr and chock upon tempmulatto woman spoke disrespectfully or vessel is to cost not more than $350,000.
stant payment of these debts. Mr. Elder
tation and pressure in office, and is a constant
The works of the Walker Horseshoe also published an article of hers in the rise to controversies and litigation. 'lam reminder that diligence and faithfulnessare
sarcastically of the American flag the* so111 favor of Mr. Hewitt’s propositions. But
cialistic element present cheered vocifer- Company at Bnltimoie. worth $85,000,
the measure of public duty, and such a relation
October number which she had expressly
he effect of making that hill a law will be
beU een 1 resident and po°]ilo ought to leave
ously. . .LawrenceDonovan, of New York,
ordered
to
he
held.
Since
then
.Miss
Clevewhich have not been running this year
but little room in popular judgment and conto increase the tariff, and that moans inwho recently secured some notoriety In- were swept away by lire.
land has had no businesscommunication
for unjust and false accusationsand
creased taxation.The amount, I think, is science
leaping from the BrooklynBridge into the
for malicious slanders invented for the
with him. The story that unpleasantreThe
Mexican
Goverfiment
has
sent
estimated
by
tho
Treasury
(0
be
$5,000,090
East River, performed a simil ir feat at Nipunioso
undermining tho peolations existed between President Cleveland
or more. Now. I was for the Hewitt hill
ple s trust and conttd*uco in the adagara, jumping from the Suspension Bridge. Mariano Burcena, an eminent engineer, to
and his sister because of her literary purministrationof their Government.No nubile
It was a jump of 190 feet, hut Donovan study the causes of the continued eruptions 6u‘t8» i* without foundation, and the report with this proviso: That at the same time
officer should desire tn check the utmost freethere should be other tariff changes which
emerged from the water with no more serious
dom
of criticism us tj all official acts, but every
of the volcano of Coluna. . .John F. Hoke ! !lmt is (o 8° n,)10a(l is also untrue.
would correspondingly reduce tho aggreman must concede that the
injuries than a broken rib and bruised hip....
Hnny Redar, of Elmira. N. Y., who stood gate. I opposed Mr. Hewitt’s hill simply right-thinking
the embezzling banker of Peoria. 111., has
I resident of the United States should not be
Arthur Orton, who served a long term in
high
iu
society,
has
been
arrested
for
combeen arrested at Montreal, where he was
put beyond tho protection which American love
because in tho presentedform it meant an
an English prison for representinghimknown ns George Hanna, and efforts will plicity in the thelt of $1,000 worth of dia- increase in taxation,and on that ground I 1 of fair play and decency accords to every
self as heir to the Tichhorne estate, has
: American
J
mouds from the wife of R. D. Blair during will oppose any hill.”
he made to extradite him on a charge of
been arrestedin Brooklyn for personating
I Ibis trait of our national character would not
forgers. Hoke admits that he embezzled a recent birthday party. He made a full
entourage,if their extent and tendency were
an American soldier and endeavoringto
confession.
The Feeling in Washington
$1/2,000, which he lost in grain specula*
! mlly appreciated, the silly, mean, and cowardly
draw his pension.... The United States
‘
; lies that every day are found in the columns of
[Special to Chicago News.]
The German State Railway Council has
tug Manhattan foundered otf the New Hacertain newspapers which violate everv instinct
Mr. McPherson,tho Chairman of tho of American manliness,and in ghoulish gleo
Rosendez, the Mexican who killed his forbidden tho employment of men in actven (Conn.) harbor, and sank immediately
Republican Committee,said that he desecrate every sacred relation of private life
carrying with her all on hoard.
alleged mistress and her daughter on a
ive service on the railroads beyond eight
believedCarlisle would he elected, and l hero Is nothing in tho highestoffice that the
railroad train, was shot to death by a
hours a day.
Fred Archer, the celebrat- that the Democratic majority in the House American people can confer which necessarily
ed English jockey, is dead. His death won d he less than six. In his opinion, the makes their Presidentaltogether selfish
judicial order without trial.... The busischeming,and untrustworthy. On tho conwas the result of a pistol-shotwound inness failures occurring throughout tho
the solemn duties which confront
Touching the Cherokee strip of 6,000,- country during the week were for the flicted by himself while in a delirium re- resuH was largely due to the unpopularity trary,
mm
tend to a sober sense of responsi°; . Resident in his own party, because
bility
;
the
trust of the American people and an
000 acres in Indian Territory,Senator United States 171 and for Canada 15, or
sulting from fever.... A state of siege or his failureto pass out the offices as fast
appreciation of their mission among tho nations
Plumb, of Kansas, states that if the Indians a total of 18(;, as compared with a total of has been proclaimed throughout Bul- as they were called for. He cited the 01 the earth should make him 11 patrioticman
garia. The utter failure of; the Louisville district, that of Carlisle,that and the tih s of distress which roach him from
desire to sell, the Government has the 212 the week previous ____ Canadian Pacific cars, it is asserted, will he running Russian plot at Boorghas has rendered the
of Morrison,and several in Virginia, as the humble and lowly and needy and afflicted
option to purchase, which It will not waive
in every comer of the land can not fail to
situation still more strained ____ The lleinstances where there had been actin favor of private persons. .. .Frank into Boston before May 1 next.
11 within him every kind impulse and
pubUque Franraisesays that in the interest ive contests over tho patronage and quick.
The
so-called
Board
of
Promotion,
for
tender
sensibility. After all it comes to this.
James, the ex -bandit, now living at Neof cordial relations between France and dissatisfactionat the manner in which Iho people of tho United States have one and
vada, Mo., has received a letter containing the proposed American centennial anniEngland M. Waddington, French Ambas- it had been disfrihuted, as well as all a sacred missionto perform,and your Presiunsignedhank notes for $50. and asking
versary in 1889, has been ordered by the
sador to England, has conveyed to Lord the delay that had attended it. The rank dent not more surely than every other citizen
that they be accepted as a memento of the
who loves his countrymust assume part of tho
rewnt express robbery on the St. Louis ExpositionExecutive Committee sitting Salisbury, the British Prime Minister, the and tile of the Democratic party are now responsibility of tho demonstrationto tho world
opinion of Franco that England would bo assuming the same attitude toward Cleve- of the success of popular government.No man
and San Irancisco train. The letter bore in Washington. The anniversary of 1889
well advised if she would take the initia- land that the Republicans did toward can hide his talent in a napkin and escape tho
the signatureof “Jim Cummings."Fother- is that of the adoption of tho Constitution;
condemnation which his slothfulness deserves
ingham, the express messenger, is still in the anniversary of 1892 the four hundredth tive and fix a date for the evacuationof Hayes, and he thought the sentimentof nor evade tho stern sentencewhich his faith,
Egjpt.
los ness invites.
dissatisfaction
would
increase
instead
of
the custody of the Adams Express Com- of the discovery of America ____ This
He assured, my friends, that tho privileges of
pany at St. Louis.
diminish.I he labor organizations, he
hoard meets in Washington Dec. 7, and
this day, so full of improvement, and thoonjovsaid, would be a formidable factor in poliis
largely
composed
of
the
Governors
of
The Knignts of Labor at Chicago ormonts of this hour, so full of pleasure and
tics from this time on, and must ho seritho States and Territories ; the Mayors of
cheerful encouragements, will never be forTHE MARKETS.
dered all their members to quit work at the
ously considered. There was a good deal
gotten; and. in parting with you now, lot mo
all cities containing a population of 25,000
expressmy earnest hope that Harvard'salumni
Stock Yards. The edict was obeyed by and upward ; the Presidents and SecretaNEW YORK.
of truth iu what Colonel Ingersoll said,
mav always hou r the venerable institution
that a new party had been horn.
Soar3 ...........................
*4.00 @ 5.50
about 5,000 men. The packers held a con- ries of Boards of Trade throughout the
winch 1ms honored them, and that no man who
The
President takes it all serenely, and
United
States;
the
President
and
Secreforgets and nogh cts his duty to Americancitiference on Sunday, and it was reported that
zenship
will And his alma mater here.
does
not
see
anything
that
can
he
construed
No. 2 Rod ...............’83 S
they arrived at the determination to close taries of all State Agricultural Societies
into u set-hack for the administration.
He
and
Granges,
and
the
Vice
Regents
of
the
A
public
reception was subsequently tentheir houses for a month unless their emOats — White ................. $ ’JJ
point* to tho fact that tho electionsof Tues- dered to the President in Faneuil 'Hall,
ployes returned to work. The strike is in Mount Vernon Association of the Union.
Pork-Now Mesa ................io.qo aio'so
day show that sectionalism is breaking up.
which was packed with people. For an
CHICAGO.
direct contravention of the agreementmade
I he Democrats made their gains in the ReBeeves— Choice to Prime Steers 5.00 @ 5.50
hour they were given an opportunity to
between the packers and the accredited
Good Shipping ........ 3.75 <$ 4.50
publican strongholds, and vice versa. They shako hands with the Chief Magistrate.
agent ot the Richmond convention, and
Common
.............
3.00
(di
3.50
The BulgarianDeputies,at a private
will have representationin Minnesota, Ne- When the doors were finally closed there
is said to be due to the conduct of
Hoos— Shipping Grades ......... 3.50 (<4 4.23
braska. Colorado, Massachusetts, New were almost ns many more people waiting
Master Workman Butler, who ordered out sitting in Tirnova, resolvedto maintain
Hampshire and other NorthernStates, while for their chance. Tho President then pro\°?
the men after it was demonstratedto the the strongest opposition to concessions to
the Republicans have made inroads in Kenceeded to the Hotel Vendome. Mrs. Clevesatisfactionof the Executive Board of the
oais-no.
...................
g
the Russian party.... A Loudon dispatch
tucky and Virginia. This he thinks is 0 land held a private reception at the home
Knights of Labor that tho packing tirms says that there has been a fall in Butter— Choibo Creamery ...... 24 <<4
healthy sign, and he finds another in the
Fine Dairy
...... j? @ ’..g
of President Eliot in Cambridge.In the
could not run their business on the eight- the price of tin of $2 per ton.... Phil fact that the most active opponents of civilCheese— Full Cream, Cheddar.. .iiU(g| 12
evening President and Mrs. Cleveland held
hour basis. Grand Master Workman Pow- ippopolis has been declared in a stale
^ Full Cream, new ...... .12 id 'piwi service reform have either been left at home a reception in the parlors of the Vendome.
derly disclaims all responsibilityfor the of siege for tho purpose of suppressing Egos— Fresh ...................... ..
j«j
or returned by largelyreduced majorities.
It is estimated that 8.000 people greeted
strike. On the representation of Sheriff brigandage ..... The J'ull Mall Gazette re- Potatoes—Choice,per bu ....... 40 (& ’44
(Special to Chicago Times.
Pork—
Mess
......................
9,00
@
jj'sy
them. Mrs. Cleveland’s praises were upon
Hanchett,of Chicago, that his deputies gards the vote for Henry George as “by
It has been a very funny election all all lips. About midnightthe Presidential
MILWAUKEE.
were unable to preserve order at the Stock far the most important political event of W-AT-Cash .....................
.. <3 t72
round,” said Secretary Endicott this mornparty lelt for Washington in a special train,
Yards, Gov. Oglesby ordered the First and the day. The St. James Gazette regards
....................... .. & .38}$
ing. “It was a very lively time in my State,
Second Regiments of Illinois militia to as- it as “an unpleasant fact tnat in the great
but it resulted much better, than was exHENRY SMITH.
.53
semble at their armories ready for active American city of New York such a large K^-NO-1 ........... ............
I ork— Mess ......................9.00 @9.50
pected for our sidw” The Secretary asked
service.
proportion of the workingmen are prepared
TOLEDO.
about the latest news from Carlisle’sdis- The New ConuTeKHiimn from Milwaukee.
Wheat— No. .................... yg
79
to vote for the gospel of coutiscation.”
Corn—
............33 ,«g '391/ trict, and said that if he failed to be reHenry Smith, the candidate of the
The Russian Captain, Nabokoff, tin Oats— No. 2 ....................... 26
turned to the House it would be a great loss
28
People’s or Laboring Men’s party, who
to the country.
DETROIT.
It is semi-officially learned that the Pres- leader of tho coup d’etat in Bulgaria last Reep Cattle ....................4.50 & 5.25
was elected CongressA friend quotes General Butler as preman to succeed Isaac
ident has sifted the list of applicants for the May, bos again figured in a sensational “oas ............................ 3.25 @ 4.25
dictinga few days before the election that
Whkkp ............................3.25 @ 4.25
Van Schaick in the
Surgeon Generalshipdown to two—Col. role, having led a baud of Montenegrins Wheat— Michigan Red ...........70 eft 77
there would be a Republican majority in
'vFourth Wisconsin
against Bourgas. the Prefect being seized
the next House. When asked for a reason
Chas. Sutherland, tho senior surgeon, ami
District, is forty-eight
31
ami Russian rule proclaimed. Troops have Oats-No.2 White ................ 39
Lieut. Col. John Moore, Assistant MediST. LOUIS.
years of age. He is a
been sent to quell the revolt. NahokotTs
cal Purveyor, and from those the selection
Wheat-No .................... 75 & .76
millwrightby profesevery House of Representatives, with three
will be made
Gen. Swuim is still ac- band started from the Russian consulate, Corn— Mixed ...................... .. @ .35
sion, and vas bom
Oats—
Mixed
.....................
26
(<4
27
ir
Rt
Constantinople
that
exceptions,I think, has been anti-administively at work trying to secure a mitigation
July 22, 1838, in BaltiMr. G. Harris Heap, now Consul General, Pork— New Mess ................ o‘.5Q @10.00
tration. Two of those . exceptions ocof the unexpired portion of tho court-marCINCINNATI.
more. He is not a soJ?1}, bo appointed to succeed S. S. Cox as
curred during the war. when the
tial sentence in his case. It is understood
Wheat—
No. 2 Rod ................ 7c
7ou
>cialist, but is generally
United States Minister.
South was not represented,and ou«'ht
tiiat a strong paper in his behalf has been
classed with them, owThomas Power O’Connor was renot really to count. So there has
filed with the President, signed by numerPork— Mess .............
9.25 («ji0.oo
ing to his broad-gauge
been
but
one
real
exception
to
the
general
ous Senators and Representatives.
elected President of the Irish National Live Hoos .......................4.00 (g, 4 50
way of expressing himrule, hjkJ I think that the election this
BUFFALO.
The Supreme Court of New Jeisey has League of Great Britain at the Liverpool
self. He has been an
Wheat— Na 1 Hard ............... 83 @ .83 Vi time will make another exception. He
pronounced the excise laws unconstitution- convention. Tho convention of 1887 will Corn— No. 2 Yellow ............... .. @ .45 J gave a good many sound reasons why such Alderman, on and off, for a period of eight
years. In 1882 he was elected Comptrol^ 4.23 @ 5 25
al. In Newark alone fifteen hundred li- ho held in Cardiff. .. .There is no Cattle ...............
is apt to be the case, such as dissatisfaction
INDIANAPOLIS.
ler of Milwaukee.He has also served in
longer nretenso of reconciliationbecenses are thus rendered void.
of
prominent
leaders
in
the
administration
Beep Cattle ....................3.25 @5.00
the Legislature.
tween Gladsto uiaii and Liberal Unionists. Moo® ............................ 3.30 @4.25
party, because of failure to obtain the offices
Major William Gentry and his sonThe Prime Minister has agreed to abandon
2.50 @ 4.00
sought for political purposes, and a thouin-law, T. W. Cloney, had eucoantew at the adoption of n clotureby a hare majori- Wheat— No. 2 Red ..............
.74 @ .75
A wealthy Irish farmer, intending to
sand and one other things that are likely to
Corn-No.
...................... .. ^ ,35
Sedalia, Mo., with CongressmanHeard, ty, the idea of which is extremely distasteson to college,recently sent a letcause dissatisfaction
in the ranks roBniG«»^ send
Bend his
1118 805 to college*recently sent a let.......
.....
@
.97
pistols being drawn at one time. Political ful to a majority of Englishmen of all parEAST LIBERTY.
in a desire for
‘
pte? I
r “t™0* Un.versties, and to consent to a cloture by a major- CATTLE-Best .................... 4.50 @ 5.00
faction feelingcaused the trouble,which,
Fair .................... 3.75 @4.25
ity of two to one. The Tories themselves
it is feared, will be renewed in the near
Common ............... 3.0J i<4 3.50
are splitting over the high-pressure cloture
future. Cloney was candidate for the proceedings.
BHKEP ...........................3.60 @4.25
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THE PEOPLE'S
A Summary

five Congressmen.The Congressionaldelegation stands as follows :
L BenjaminButUrworth (Rep.)
2. C.
ft E. Brown (Rep.),
/nan
' r /.
2.

VOICE.

of the Result of

IB

the

»

8.

E.

A

Yoder (Dem.),
G. E. Beney (Dem.).

6.

Wllllans (feeP-).

8.

8. 8.

members of

Bootnm&n (Rep.),

6. M. M.
7. J. E. Campbell

Elections Held on the

H. Outhwalte (Dem.),
14. C. P. Wickham (Rep.),
15. C. H. Grosvcnor(Rep.),
10. Beriah Wilkins (Dem.).
17. J. D. Taylor (Rep.).
18. W. McKinley, Jr. (Rep.).
19. E. D. Taylor (Rep.).
20. G. W. Crouse (Rep.).
21. M. A. Foran (Dem.).
13. J.

prises,

W. R.

Morrison’s Defeat

Being One

of

Them.

The Workingmen Poll an Unexpectedly

Large Vote in the

City

of Chicago.

Kentucky.

Illinois.

given by districts :
1. W. J. Stone (Dem.).
2. Polk Lafoon (Dem.).
estimated at from
20,000to 28,000. Throughout the State Repub3. G. W. Hunter (Rep.),
4. A. B. Montgomery (Dem.),
inwf
areJ?porte£ In many Democratic
counties Republican officials are elected for the
6. A. G. Carutn (Dem.),
first time in many years. The Republicans
6. J. G. Carlisle (Dem.).
majority
thirteen in the
7. W. C. P. Breckenrldge(Dem.),
State Senate
probable majority
8. J. B. McCreary (Dem.),
9. G. M. Thomas (Rep.).
ono „ *5
lower bouse.
Chicago and Cook County the Labor wte was
10. W. P. Taulboe (Dem.).
IL H. F. Findlay (Rep.).
Butler* the United Labor
candidatefor Sheriff,polled over 24,000 votes, or
Iko result shows a Republican gain of at
within a few hundred of the number cast for the least two Congressmen in the State. The race
Democratic candidate.Tho Labor party elected between Speaker Carlisle aud George H. Thoebe,
ono State Senator, and six members of the lower candidatoof tho workingmen, In the Sixth Conhouse in Cook county, aud came within a few gressional districtwas so close that at one time
votes of electing the Congressman in tho Second Mr. Carlisle conceded his defeat. Later re-

The Republican candidatesfor State offices

SenonefcS?1nJy

^

g™ £

•

.

of
and a
tho

small’ m°W>i Ver’ lnBUrod biH elocti<m by a very

i7mn0’rrKy

Fennsylvania.
Gen. Beaver, tho Republican candidate for
Governor, is elected by a plurality of upward
of 40,000. Tho Legislatureis overwhelmingly
Republican.The Democrats gain one Congressman In the State. Following is the now

I,lura111itieB ranging from 0,000 to
1 he sensationalfeature of the Illinois
J® the defeat of William R. Morrison, in
,h®„E,gSte,enh D,8.trict. b>' Jehu Baker, Republicon. Baker s majorityis 800. This result, it
is said, was brought about bv tho Knights of
1“ F'Mt 8t- I^ouis, ono of Morrison’s
strongholds, he was badly scratched. There is
great rejoicing among Republicans throughout
the EighteenthDistrict over the defeat of the
great
'’'“'fitfree-trader. The Illinoii
Illinois delegationin
Congress will stand as follows:
tv . Dunham,
isuimuo, r
1. a».
R. W.
R. 11. W. H. Cost, R.
2. Frank Lawler, D.
12. G. A. Anderson,D.
8. W. E. Mason, R.
4. Goo. E. Adams, R.
o. A. J. Hopkins, R.
15. J. G. Cannon, R.
C. R. R. Hitt, R.
1C. L. Z. Landes, D.
7. T. J. Henderson, R. 17. Edward Lane, D.
8. Ralph Plumb, R.
18. Jehu Baker, R.
9. L. K. Payson, R.
19. R. W. Townshend.D
10. P. a Post, R.
20. J. R. Thomas, R1

i/.uou.

h:jwh:M,T'd'

Now
eiS’inJ;

York.

pfc,15ha^'Lomocrat,

has

been

ggsssss

naliot,which insures the election of a Republi-

IhoKnhrtoUn!te,J State8 Senator filler.
Congress1^ CanB 8a n tW° or three members of
inTN0VviCialrre/nrn8
0t}^ municipal election
rnnmT.f °Tk Cwy 8»ve Hewitt, tho successful
candidato for Mayor, a total vote of 91,285, a

delegation

-

At Largo— E. R. Osborn (Rep.).
1. H. H. Bingham (Rep.).
2. Charles O'Neill (Rep.).
3. Samuel J. Randall (Dem.).
4. W. I). Kelley (Rep.).
5. A. C.

Harmer (Rep

).

8. D. Ermontrout iDefh.),
9. J. A. Hiosland (Rep.i.
10. W. H. Snowden (Dem.).
11. CharlesR. Buckalew(Dem.),
12. John Lynch (Dem.).
13. C. N. Brumm (Rop.-Groonbackor).
14. Frank Bound (Rep.).
15. F. C. Bunnoll (Rep.).
16. P. C. McConnick(Rep.).
17. Edward Scull (Rep.).
18. L. E. Atkinson (Rep.).
19. Levi Maish (Dem.).
20. J. K. P. Hall (Dem.).
21. W. McCullough (Rep.).
22. John Dalzell (Rep.).
23. Thomas M. Bayne (Rep.).
24. O. L. Jackson (Rep.).
25. James L. Moffettfltep.).
20. Norman Hall (Dem.).
27. William L. Scott (Dem.).

Bm

thiB

past year only two arrests for
in

Bronson.

lie lias not only traveled all over Enropo
—A man who registered in a 8t. Paul
hut thoroughly done his native country.
(Minn.)
hotel ns D. L. lUaekstouo,of
I found him at breakfast, and by invitation sat down with him. He was being Adrian, cut his throat after retiring to his
served on tho European plan, a /a carte. room.

noticed that the waiter was very atknew tho wealth behind the
man ho was serving. The breakfast
was plain and amounted to 80 cents,
ihe millionaire ran bis hand down in
his pocket and brought out several coins,
among them two $20 gold pieces. The
waiter turned aside somewhat nonchalantly, as if not watching tho process,
but as a quarter of a dollar was lished
I

-Jennie Farley, hotel

tentive and

girl at Jackson,

committed suicide.During the past six
months she had been keeping company
with Jud Crouch.

—Two

negroeo

nnumdor arrest in

Detroit

of the revenue department. Tho paper was utterly
for stealingtwo tons of records

worthless to tho thieves.

out and handed to him his

face
—While repairs were being made on the
wreathed in smiles and ho said, ‘Thank Alma water works the pond was drawn off,
vou,’ in a low voice. I was astonished
renderingtho water supply impure and
I thought 50 cents would he his lowest
causing a great deal of sickness.
tip, and that a dollar was notinfrequent
Maryland.
—Frederick V. 'Hmith, founder of the
Maryland elects ono Republican and flvo with millionaires of his well-known
Democratic Congressmen, as follows
generous nature.
Branch County Agricultural Bociety,and
1. C. H. Gibson (Dem.).
“Ho said that 25 cents was the highest formerly nn editor, expired at Coldwater,
2. F. T. Shaw (Dem.).
3. H. W. Rusk (Dem.),
tip on any and all occasions. But they
in tho seventy-sixthyear of his ago.
4. J. Raynor (Dem.).
knew it was coming aud never neglected
5. Barnes Compton (Dem.).
—Patrick Welch, 0 well-known resident of
him. He argued that it was not the
6. L. E. McComus (Rep,).
great amount, but the assurance that a Hudson, was instantlykilled by a passen[New Hampshire.
tip was coming that had the magical ger train which he was attempting to pass.
Returns from all but forty towns and wards
He had n son who met a similar fate several
In tho State give Sawyer (Rep.), for Governor, effect. Ho tipped nearly everybody in
33,423; Cogswell (Dem.), 33,174; Wentworth the hotel; the baggage man, the hall years ngo, and another was killed by light(Pro.), 1,878; Carpenter (Greenback),11. Tho
towns to hoar from will increase Cogswell's boy, tho chambermaid, and tho man ning last year.
who callol tho carriages,not to menvote so that it will exceed Sawyer's.The Legis— Mr. A. A. Crosier,of Ann Arbor, has
lature is Republican,which insures tho election
tion tho bootblack,the barber, the boy
of Sawyer as Governor,and of two Republican
recently
been appointed assistant to Dr.
who brushed his clothes, and tho newsUnited States Senators.
George
Vasey,
botanistto tho United States
boy, who somehow know his customer.
Delaware.
A quarter all around to this small army Department of Agriculture.Mr. C. is »
Biggs (Dem.), for Governor,has a majorityin
amounted to several dollars. Ho as- graduate of tho Michigan AgriculturalColthe State of over 5.00J over Hoffecker (Pro.).
The Republicanstook hut little part in tho elec- serted that ho preferred to be taken for
lege, and is well known to the horticulturtion. Tho Democrats elect everything, includ- a very poor man, so ns not to bo bored
ing a legislative ticket, which secures tho reists of the State as an able aud intelligent
by attention. Well, since then I have
election of George Gray to tho United States
botanist.
Senate.
tried tho quarter of a dollar limit and I
—The inquest upon the body of Dr. M.
hud it works. A half dollar will proTennessee.
The entire Democratic State ticket, headed duce no better results. The waiter W. Smith, tho Mt. Clemens dentist, who
by Bob Taylor for Governor, Is elected by a knows that a half dollar tip is out of was found in his office, resultedin a verdict
largo majority. Tho Democrats gain one Conproportion,and that it is only a sporadic of accidentaldeath from tho effects of chlogressman in the State.
case of generosity. It is tho averago
roform administered by himself to alleviate
Other States.
certainty I find, more than the amount.
In Missouri tho Democratic State ticket is
pain. It was shown at tho inquest that
I give my harbor 10 cents every time.
elected by tho usual majority. Tho Congresssional delegationremains tho same as in the Ho says that a certain millionaire gives tho Doctor frequently used the drug, and
last Congress.
him $1 and makes it do for six months. had groat confidence in his ability to use it
Georgia elects a solid Democratic delegation
In the long run I give ten times as discreetly.
to Congress.
A New Orleans dispatch reports that tho Dem- much ns that millionaire,but it is in
saloon-keeper of Huron County
ocrats have elected Congressmen In every disbroken doses, and brings good attention
trict of Louisiana,making a gain of ono.
some
time ago presented as bondsman a
and service."
In North Carolinathe Democrats elect their
State ticket,and gain one Congressmanby deperson who sot too high a value on his
;

:

SM

Plisiofdsts0'6* ^

MyhT/1; iM.airk „Brewer being olentodin
thAH^n«?KtrJ^byJ?0and
Edward Allen in

—During tho

drunkenness have been made

—A new Methodist Protestant Church is
called
Californiagentleman stopping to be built at Leonard,Oakland County,
at a hotel who is worth over $20,000,000. and $1,108 has been pledged toward the
His experience has been extensive,for cost.

will bo an follows :
1. T. H. B. Brown (Rep.).
2. George E. Bowden (Rep.),
8. George D. Wise (Dem.).
4. William E. Gaines (Rep,).
5. John R. Brown (Rep,).
6. Samuel I. Hopkins (Labor).
7. Charles T. O'Ferrell (Rop.U
a W. H. F. Loo (Dem.).
9. Henry C. Bowen (Rep.).
10. Jacob Yost (Rep.).

Massachusetts.
Ames, Republican,is elected Governor by a
Michigan.
pluralityof over 9,003. The Legislature is
RePublican ; also tho Executive Coun««A.£etlioitJ,i8pftc!?Ray8 that close estimates
Ibe Congressmen elected are given below
un.n 0i GCt„<ln In Michigan place tho Repub- ci!.
by
districts :
McgiPluraHtyat 7,090, This is based on the
1. R. T. Davis (Rep.),
year8 R80. while the reports so far
2. J. D. Long (Rep.).
received show general Republican gains which
3. Leopold Morse (Dem.),
I
SCreaae
As the returns show
4. P. A. Collins (Dem.).
gains when compared with a much larger vote
5. E. D. Hayden (Rep.).
there seems ground for tho claim of the Re:
6. H. C. Lodge, (Rep.).
feating O’Hara, tho colored Representative
from
publican committee to 10,000 plurality Tho
7. William Cogcswell(Rep.),
the Second District.
douht^hnt01! V'l b°ia RePublicftnwithout
8. CharlesH. Allen (Rep.).
In South Carolina there was no opposition to
9. E. W. Burnett (Dem.).
tho Democratic State ticket. Smalls, tho colvoto^for
^t 10.
J. E. Russell, (Dem.).
ored Congressmanfrom tho Seventh District,
11. William Whiting (Rep.).
has probably boon defeated bv Elliott, Dem.
San*
baSSt
12 F. W. Rockwell (Rep.).
Alabama and Arkansas elect solid Democratic
This makes a Democraticgain of two members. Congressionaldelegations.
The Republicans have probably gained two
nominee, received 570 votes.

sturgeonweighing 135 ponnds was

upon a

tion to Congress, as follows :
1. J. M. Allen.
2. J. B. Morgan.
3. T. C. Catchings.
4. F. G. Barry.
5. C. F. Anderson.
6. T. R. Stockdalo.
7. C. E. Hooker.

their candidates for county offices in
CcKik County, with tho exception of three

business men employ a night

caught in Marble Lake, near Quincy.

man to a reporter.
"How did yon settle it?"
“Tho liiiuK settled itself. I

Mississippi,
Mississippi elects a solid Democratic delega-

JW,

District The Republicans elected all

tip or fee to
waiters,” remarked a well-known club

West Virginia.
Tho Democratselect three of tho four Congressman, and a majority of tho members of
the Legislature.

In

• A

"It lias long been a questionwith rao

what was a maximum

The Virginia delegationIn tho next Congress

The Congressional delegation of tho State will
probably stand as follows. The names are

—Bronson
police force.

[Now York Mail and Express.]

A Richmonddispatch says that all returns recelved serve only to emphasize the defeat suffered by tho Democracy of Virginia.There has
been a great fallingoff in their vote throughout
the State, and their losses in all districts have
been almost phenomenal. Of ten distriets in
tho State, tho Republicanscarried six, the Democrats threo, and the Labor party one, being a
net loss of five Congressmento the Democrats.

a

The Country Treated to Several Sur-

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

Rich Men Give Only Twenty-flve Cents and
Find it Fays to bo Generous.

Virginia.

iS:

A WAITER’S REGULAR FEE.

the Legislature.

(Dam.).
8. R. P. Kennedy (Rep.).

2d Instant

;

Bishop W. Perkins (Bep.).
Thomas Ryan (Rep.).
John A. Anderson (Ind. Rep.),
E. J. Turner (Rep.).
7. Samuel H. Peters (Rep.).
There will be a Democratic increase in the
3.
4.

5.
6.

Tho Territories.
Connecticut.
Dakota. —Gifford(Rep.) is probablyre-olcctod
The total vote of Connecticutis 123,112, as follows: Cleveland (Dem.), 58,074; Lounsbury delegate to Congress by 3,000 majority. Tho
Legislaturewill bo overwhelmingly RopubllW.l:n,Forb0B (Pra|- 4*8ui Barr
(Lab°r>’ .2>}7b- Cleveland has a pluralityof
Arizona —The returns indicate that Marcus
i./os, but lacks the nocessarymajority. The
A. Smith (Dem.) is elected delegate to Congress
Legislature stands : Senate-Hepublicons,14
by 900 majority.
Democrats, 10. House— Republicans, 137 ; DemIKas/zhi'/ion.—
Charles S. Voorhoos (Dem.) is
ocrats, 110, and Labor, 2. This gives a joint Republicanmajorityof 29, insuring the election of re-electeddelegate to Congress by 500 to 1 000
njajoritv.
a Republican United States Senator, Lounsbury
Montana.— Joseph K. O’Toole (Dem.) is refor Governor, and other Republican State ofelected delegateto Congress by about 2,000 maficers. The Congressmen elect are :
ority. Tho Democrats have a majorityon joint
1. R. J. Vance (Dem.),
)ullot in tho Legislature.
2. Carlos French (Dem.).
3. C.*A. Ruesoll (Rep.).
4. M. T. Granger (Dem ).
Tho Next House.

—A

property in order to enable him to sign the

A War of Extermination.
To quiet an insurrectionamong tho
Hies inhabiting tho house which wo pay
a high rent per month for, wo ono day
purchased a sheet of this stickv fly
paper. Tho track on this kind of

their own es-

timate upon his property and rejected him.

He appealed

to the

has just decided

Supreme

Court, which

that they can’t go

tho decision of the board, which

behind

seems to

supposed to bo several seconds have been fairly mode.
flies. The manufacturers
—A lady of Jackson, who had been sufeven hint in type seven inches high
that tho walking on it is so exceedingly fering from a sick headache and sore
bad for flies that they will mire down throat for several days, prepared a remedy
and never get across. The prospect ono night, containingvinegar, of which
).
for a fly promenade on it is certainly she took a little before going to bed, leavI' iUB.V,LK- Whiting (GreenbackDem.).
very
poor, something which they eviing tho spoon in tho tumbler. Tho next
n « h FftrBney (GreenbackDem.).
9. B. M. Cutchoon (Rep,).
dently noticed, as they boycotted it
morning she hurriedly took another spoon10. Spencer O. Fisher (Dem. Greenback).
from the start. We tried running them
11. beth C. Moffatt(Rep.).
ful, aud was poisoned by tho verdegris
down and sticking them onto tho paper.
Indiana.
This was slow and far from satisfac- that had formed on tho spoon by tho vine«»,AnJml,?V.ai’oliBtolo«ramof the 4th inst. says
gar. A physician’s efforts wore neceesary
tory.
Though the Democrats will have a majority
the Republicans are claiming tho election of
New .Jersey.
We afterward mounted the paper on to overcome the effects.
in the lower house of tho next Congress, it will
seven Congressmen in Indiana, which is a gain
Full returns from New Jersey give tho State be greatly reduced from that existing in tho
of throe, i he most reliable returns show tho
tho broom and slashed it around tho
— Mrs. Olive G. Graves, an old resident
elecUon of the following
to Green (Dem.), for Governor,by a plurality of
present House. At this writiug several dis1. Alvin P. Hovoy (Hop.).
l i,*B, lnak® tae Legislaturea tie on joint tricts are in doubt, but tho following table will room ten or fifteen times, and found of Ypsilanti,Washtenaw County, died of
2. John H. O'Noall (Dem.).
ballot,with ono Labor Democrat as the casting show with approximatecorrectness the strength that the plan was very successful. The
old age. She was born in Onondaga
8. Jonas G. Howard (Dem.).
Thl8 5V1I1 probably elect Gov. Leon
Abbott (Dem ) to tho United States Senate to semble8Partle8Wh°n tb° Fiftioth Congressas- first swoop brought down a costly vase County, N. Y., and removed to Ypsilanti
*• William 8. Holman (Dem.).
succoed SenatorSowell (Rep.).The Cougrosswhich a warm political friend, who is
“• CortlandC. Matson (Dem.).
men elected are
b
Alabama .....................
'“’P- L“1’C. Thomas M. Brown (Rep.i
also
in the grocery business, presented in 183 5. She taught tho first school at YpsiArkansas ............. ....... q
1. George Hkres (Hep.).
7. William D. Bynum (Dem.-G.B.).
California .............
'j
ns with on the occasion of our pur- luuti, and Gen. Itosecraus of the regular
2. James Buchanan(Rep.).
8. James T. Johnson (Rep.).
Colorado ...................... j
3. John Kean, Jr. (Rep./.
chasing a can of baking powder of him. army, was one of her pupils. She was 82
Connecticut .............
'j
4. J. N. Pidcock (Dem.), doubtful.
.2: w“ff.hm\cS'e,Ke^!:•.,•
Another wild sweep and an elegant years of age and very highly respected in
5. W. W. Phelps (Rep.).
Delaware ..................
11. George D. Hteele (Rep.).
Florida .....................
2
12. James B. White (Rep.).
6. Herman Lehiback (Hop
plaque painted by our wife, and repre- the community in which she lived. She
Georgia ..................
*' * "
7. William McAdoo (Dem.).
13. B. F. Shively(Dem.-Labor-G.B.).
senting a pale-blue tree on a yellow
Illinois ....................
;;; J
was tho mother of John Graves, tho DepIbis
is
u
Democratic
loss
of
ono
Congressman.
14
.Un^nJhf> b,lBi?°[ tho returns from 748 proy

j00'.
stand six
*

Thi8 makes the Michigan
Republicans and five Dem-

delegation
ocrats as shown by districts,as follows :
1. JohnL. Chipman (Dun.).
2. Edward P. Allen (Hop.).
8. James H. O’Donnell(Hep.).
4. Julius C. Burrow^ (Rep.).
5. Melbourne H. Ford (GreenbackDem
6. Marks. Brewer (Rep.).

paper

bond. The Town Board put

is

heavy for

•

:

:

DT

y
3

•

i

jn

).

Indiana...., .................. g
Iowa ......................
.j
3
Kansas ....................
vine on u*
The ...........
returns ...tAivuiu
indicate nu
so uiuhu
close a vote
CoverKentucky^ .......... V. ..... .V. 8
nr that flm ntflniol m
.
nor
that the official figures may bo required« to
Louisiana ..................... 0
decide tho question. Both Republicans and Maine ..........................

California.

.

.

___

«

Democratsclaim tho Legislature. Tho Con- Maryland ................
gressional delegation DutiiUn
stands ui:
as follows
•

CharlesA. Garter (Rep.).
2. J. C. Campbell (Rep.).
1.

Michigan ...................... 5

Minnesota.................... 3

Wisconsin.
2:

Pav

'J,,scl°“Bin Ibe Republicanshave
11 Plurality of upward

'5

Massachusetts ............... 4

re-elected

5. Frank J. Sullivan (Dem.).
of 20,000.
6. Joseph D. Lynch (Dem.).
8 8 tiUrn ^lM bavo a Republican majorl°iut ballot of 29 over Democrats and
Texas.
^^rK,repre8e,u atlve8’ Th0 Senate stands 25
The entire Democratic Congressionalticket
Republicans,7 Democrats, and 1 People's parwas elected, as foil >W8, by districts
'• Asscmldy, 67 Republicans, 36 Democrats,
1. Charles Stewart.
0 J’®®?10 B- ?b° People's party roprosento2. John H. Rongan.
tlvea will probjildy act with tho Democrats.
3. C. B. Kilgore.
ICanu 1086 threo Assembly seats aud
4. David B. Culberson.
Pnn1^ H8 nn,nib?r in Senatorial districts. The
5. Silas Haro.
by dlstrlct8- iB Pr°b6. Joseph Abbott.
7. William H. Croino.
1. Lucien B. Caswell (Rep.),
8.
L. W. Moore.
2. Richard Guenther (Rop.i.
9. Roger 0. Mills.
8. R. M. La Folletto (Rep.),
10. Joseph D. Sayres.
4. Henry Smith (Labor.).

&Tll»fkby

:

Mississippi.................
7
Missouri ......................12
Nebraska ................... 1
Nevada .........................

New Hampshire ............. ’. i
New Jersey ................... 2
New York .....................15
North Carolina................7
Ohio ...............
Cf ........... g
Oregon ....................
*.**’

aWSs^1^011'
6.

Thomas R. Hndd

6.

CharlesB. Clark (Rep.).
Ormsby B. Thomas^Rop.).
William T. Price (Ifflp.).
Isaac Stephenson (Rep.),

Texas ......................
Vermont .................
Virginia ..................
4
West Virginia ................. 2
Wisconsin.... ................. 2

7.
8.
9.

Minnesota.
M<R8pu^1,^aQ State t,ckot bas been
Minnesota by 10,000 to 13, (.00 majority,
J®r.G?vo™°r.running behind the
rest of the ticket somewhat A. E. Rice, for
(j0yor?orVwU1have about 25,000 maejected

11.

Samuel T. Lanham.

Nebraska.
Incomplete returns indicatea reduced Re-

jubllcan majority on State ticket,due mainly
0 the nomination of Church Howe for Congress
.IatoBt returns indicate the election in tho 1st district, and tho plank in the Repubtho following delegation to Congress :
lican platform pledging the party to submit a
1. Thomas Wilson (Dem.!. *
prohibition amendment. Tho majority for
2. John Lind (Rep.k
State ticket may reach 20,000.
8. J. L. McDonald (Dem.),
The Legislaturewill bo two-thirdsRepubli4. Edmund Rice (Dem.),
can. Accounts so far received indionte the
5. Knute Nelson (Rep.).
election of large numbers instructed for Van
On joint ballot the Republicans will probablv Wyck for United States Senator.
have a safe working majority in the State LeglsThere is very little doubt of the electionof
lature, though it is possiblethat the Formers' the following Congressional
delegation :
Alliance may hold the balance. pf power.
1. John A. McShano (Dem,).
2. James Laird (Rep.).
Iowtt^''<£-j~
8 George W. E. Dorsey (Rep.),
The Republican majority on^ho State ticket
Colorado.
hi Iowa will probably reach lO.Otw. Returns indicate the election of the following CongressThe vote on Governor in Colorado is so close
men by districts :
that both parties are claimingthe State.
1. John H. Gear (Rep.),
2. Walter L. Hayes (Derp.).
Nevada.
8. David B Henderson (Rep.).
Q Tb° Republicans made a clean sweep of the
4. William E. Fuller (Rep.).
State, except Supreme Judge The Republi6. Daniel Kerr (Rep.).
can Legislative ticket is elected by a small ma8. James B. Weaver (G. B.-Dem.),
7. Edwin H. Conger (Rep.).
8. Albert R, Anderson (G. B.-Dem.).
Kansas.
I.
IHep.).
Gov. Martin,the Republican nominee for Gov10. A. J. Holmes (Rep.).
ernor. is re-elected by a majorityestimated at
11 Isaac 8. Btroble (Rei

My-,Jb°

_

J0»«ph

Ohio.

4

the parlor or drawing-room

1

“e ClVMlby dl,L Edmund N. Morrill (Rep.).
2. Edward H. Funston (Rep.).

and

swing-

uty Clerk of the United States Courts, and
also of Albert Graves, n prominent resident

of Ypsilanti,

who has fnr a number of

years been a Supervisor ot that township.

the death-dealing paper about, we
—A queer trade was made in Bay Citysoon made it very uncomfortable for one in which Ihe documents were “signed,
him amid the wreck of ctistly paint- staled,and delivered” on the spot. 0. L.
ings, tho fall of tho heavy lambrequin,
Fox had eighty acres of land on (ho Chipand the general smash-up of the marble
pewa
River which ho had never seen. This
statue, the high-priced hangings, the
imported chandelier,tho jointed stove he transferred to E. J. Vance for tho bargo
pipe, tho plastering, and the decorated David Ferguson.Mr. Vanco had never
profanity. Life to tho ill-starred fly seen ihe land nor Mr. Fox the bargo, which
on that occasion was but a hollow, is now at Detroit wi h lumber. The query
howling mockery. No gleam of hope is, which of the two eentlemengot tho best
shown athwart tho murky depths of
ing

8
G
2
2
2
1
1

5
19
2
15
19
1

the black night of despair which shut

down around those

pointed to a horrible death without a
ray of hope. The accumulated wealth
of years crashed around him, and there
was no currant pie in which to hide.
All was darkness, all was gloom, all
was despair.—EVe/Jmel/e/l.

2
6
153

The following Governors were chosen at the
Nojomber elections (Democratic In roman. Republicansin
iw-

italic):

flies.

A Literary Snrvival.

California— John F. Swift.

Colorado— Alva Adams.
Connecticut—No choice by the people. The
Democratic candidate.Edward Cleveland,recelved a plurality on tho popular vote, but the
Legislature, which is Republican, in joint ballot will elect P. O. Loumoeri-y,Republican.
Delaware— Benjamin T. Biggs.
Kansas— Vofin A. Marlin.
Massachusetts— Ohirr Amet.
Michigan— Cj/nu O. Luce.
Minnesota— A. R. McQUL
Nebraska-J. M. Thayer.
Nevada— C. C. Stevenson.
New Hampshire— No choice by the people.
Tho Democratic candidato, Thomoa Cogswell,
probably bus a plurality ou the popular vote,
but the Legislature, wbioh is Republican,on
joint ballot will elect C. H. Sawyer, Republican.
Now Jersey— L. R. Greene.
Pennsylvania— Jam«. A. Beaver.
South Carolina-J.P. Richardson.
Tennessee- Robert L. Taylor.
Texas— Lowrence 8. Ross.
Wisconsin— *Jcrt) M. Busk.

of the barga'n. Mr. Vanco will go to his

Everything newly acquired property as soon os possible, and Mr. Fox is anxiouslyawaiting

2

5

The Governors.

over 100 on joint.

jority.

3

u

...

l^n

Tb® Republican State ticket Is elected by
•bout 15,000 majority. The republicans gain

[

The Democratic State ticket was elected, the
returns Indicating that Ross, for Governor,will
_ Totftl .......................
have a majority of over 100.00J.
Democratic majority .......... 14
The next Legislature,which elects a successor to Senator Maxoy, has a Democratic majority of

7

1

Pennsylvania........... ...... ’9
Rhode Island ..........
South Carolina ..............
"7
Tennessee .....................g

(Dem.).

background, was in ruins. Our experience was that it is not difficult to
exterminate the fly in this way.
Mounted on a chair in tho center of

7
8

The Gothic, or Runic, alphabet was
called tho "Futhorc," from the first six
letters,— f, u, th, o, R, c. The third

the return of his vessel. It is rumored E.
J.

Vance will transform the laud

summer

resort and try and get the

into a
Ferguson

as an excursion boat.— Free Prens.

—Horace H. Cady, one of the
pioneers of

Macomb County, ip

oldest

fact the

oldest American settler of the county, died

Macomb Township. Mr.
Cady was born in Hadly, Windham Coun-

at his residence in

rune (th), which somewhat resembles Y ty, Conn., Feb. 20, 1801. He received a
and came from the Greek d, survived in common school education.In 1821 he emEnglish literature until tho last century, igrated to Michigan, embarking at Black
and is occasionallyused to-day when Rock in the famous steamboat Walkpeople wish to write in an old-fashioned in-the-Water. He was one whole week in
style. And they are apt to make a
jetting from Buffalo to Detroit,and he recurious mistake in its pronunciation.
This rune remained in Irish and Anglo- ated that it took twelve yoke of oxen and
Saxon for the sound th, and in England one span of horses to°tow the boat over the
it was preserved longest in tho word rapids below the mouth of Buffalo Creek.
"the," because that word occurs very Mr. Cady upon arriving in Michigan setoften, and it was easier to write one tled at Mt. Clemens; in 1821 he removed to
letter than two. But in tho course of
the Township of Macomb, where he has
time it camo to be mistaken for y; and,
since resided. Mr. Cady was a life-long
although our ancestors knew better than
"Re-elected.
to pronounce it like y, their descend- Democrat. He was elected Supervisor of
ants do not, but usually give this appar- his township fifteen years, was County
Old Gentleman— Now, my children,IT1 ent Y the sound of the real y, making Treasurer one term, and represented his
tell you what it is, if you make any more ye’s out of all the the’s. They do not
district in the State House of Representanoise in front of my house I’ll speak to | know that this is a survival of a rune tives in 18G5, In 1825 he married Susan
afeered of

him.

Why,

that’s

father

i
M

11

£ckford>

^T/?rion-m SL Mcholat.

E. Conner, a Detroit lady,

him.

who

survives

•
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change in the ownership of the Chicago

and West Michigan R’y have

^

{Continued from

ou brands and

first

fallen

through. The road is controlledin Boston, and it was sough' l>y the first mort-

page.)

labels, and misrepresentation In

Maintaining a collection department,for the

collection of doubtful accounts;for receiving and

on a dividend-paying
Us through business were

have more store room to show our
vast Stock of

basis,

and

if

ARE YOU

turned from the Lake Shore to the Michi-

gan and Ohio it would increase its earnings fully fifty per cent. The bonded

In need

having Tecently enlarged our store, and have
also just received the largest

of a pair of

'

selling in the fifties,but

ABTICMC III— MKMBER8UIP.

Any firm or individualdoing an honorable busi-

BOOTS or SHOES
Boar

of

about seventy was asked for a controlling

ness may become a member of this Association on

interest,

the two-thirds vote of the members present at any

and upon that basis

it

satis-

•cents quarterly dues in advance and any assess-

tee have therefore

ments which may be voted by the Association to

PALL AID WINTER CLOTHING

that

Bros.
ever kept in Holland.

Always have a large and well assorted
stock on hand which they will be

factory terms. The bondholders’ commit-

$1 membership fee and agreeing to pay 25

mind

in

Van Daren

would not

have been possible to merge upon

regular meeting by paying to the Secreury the
of

an average

pleased to have you come and
examine. No trouble
- to show goods.

turned their attention

to other plans.”

jneet expenses.

Boys’ Suits for

Every person or firm becoming a member of this ast week Thursday by the United States
Associationshall be honorably bound to conform Court, at Toledo, 0., in whose hand? it has

)een for nearly a year, for $1,000,000.
ABTICLBV— NON-PAYMENT OP DUES.
The
purchaserswere the first mortgage
Any member of this Association who shall neglect or refuse to pay hjs dues, or any assessment bondholders, representedby tbe trustees,
ordered by the Association, for three months after F. P. Olcott,Samuel Thomas and R. F.
Buoh sum becomes due, shall thereby forfeit his
Wilson, of New York. The officialsof
membership.
the road say that no definite plan of action
ARTICLEn-OPFICERS.
The officers of this Association shall consist of has as yet been determined upon, but it
a President, Vice-President,Secretary and Treas- is thought that the road will be put in
urer, an Executive Committee of five members, of good condition and run in a first-class
which the President,Secretary and Treasurer shall
manner. It is also understood that the
be three, and a Business Committee of three mempresent
line will be extended northwaid
bers. These officers shall be elected annually by
ballot and shall hold office until their successors 100 miles.

and

some

If

ARTICLE VII— DUTIES OF OFFICERS.
Sec. 1— The President shall preside at all meetings, if present; In his absence the Vice-President.
Sec. 2.— The Secretary shall receive all

money

this point,

railroad

company running

PROTECTION CONGRESS GAITER,

Cnstom Work and Repairing

tt

West Michigan railway company could
& C, rail-

dUH the Association from any source and pay the
same to the Treasurer, taking his receipttherefor; road from Michigan City to Indianapolis,
keep a record of all meetings ; conduct all corres- Ind., it would be another valuable conpondence under directionof the Executive Committee; keep a list of all members in a book provided for the purpose and notify all committeesof
their appointment.
Beo. 3.— The Treasurer shall receive all monies
from the Secretary, giving his receipt thereior;
.pay all bills when approved by the Executive
Committee and report the condition of the treasury when required by the Executive Committee.
Sec. 4.— The ExecutiveCommittee shall have
charge of the delinquent lists; shall provide rooms
for Abe Association; audit all bills;examice the
books and accounts of the Secretary and Treasurer
and make a semi-annualreport of the financial

necting link for

in the

United States,the centre of

farming country, and
all

a large

our products. Such

a

line

is

™

200

IX

—

MEETINGS.

•jSrsuKMir

hall be held on the

third

Giving a library of xa new and valuableworks, worth
trpm J15.00 to |i8.oo annually,at the nominal sum
25 cents per month. Subscription,$3.00 yearly.
Stones by John Habberton, Frances Hodgson Bur-

Bec.

2.

-The

regular meetings of the Association

hall be held on the third Thursday of each month.

cabees

is

being organizedin town,

and

Circulars,

it

be entitled to all tbe fraternaladvantages,

Special meetings shall be calledby the President
but none are allowed to become endowon the written request of five members.
ment
members who cannot stand a firstABTICLBX— ORDER OF BUSINESS.
1. Reading minutes oi the last meeting.
class, rigid medical examination. All
2. Admission of members.
doubtful risks are rejected and only first8. Reports of committeess.
class men are solicited to become mem4. Reading of correspondence.
bers. Since organisationthis order has
5. Unfinished business.
6.

New

all within ten

J.

a

a member

lodge dues and assessments,has only

ARTICLE XI— AMENDMRNT8.
This Constitution and By-laws may be altered

amended by

cost to

under thirty-fiveyears of age, including

9. Adjonrnment.

or

The

been from eight to ten dollars per year.

two-thirds vote of those present

at

any regular meeting, provided a written notice

of

snch alteration or

amendment haa been

This

Is

a record that

ful

ARTICLE XII— BY-LAWS.

management of the order and

Five members shall constiiute a quorum for the

BOSMAN.

than One Hundred
Thonaand anpilcatlobsfor patent* in
the United atatea and Foreign conntries. the publisher* of the Scientiflo
Amencan continue to act aa aolicitor*
for patenta, caveata, trade-marks,copyrights, etc., for the United States, and
p,ieDf? ir> Canada England.France.
Oermany.and all other countries. Their experipaued* UDequ,llo<i411(1 their toilitieaare uaaur-

rwln.

admitted to be the t>estpaper devoted to science,
mechanics, inventions,engineering works, and
ptner departmentsof industrialprogress,pnblistied in any country. It containsthe names of
all patenteesand title of every inventionpatented
w«,k- Try it four months for one dollar.
Sold by all newsdealers.
If you have an invention to patent write to

—’linn

-

nf.ft.-e.il-rtf.
---

and to guard against the extendingof credit to
debtors found on Investigation to be unworthy of

Ruu 2. The Association'emphatically asserts
that it hope* to collect all debts due the members
Withoutpublicity,and that it neither desiresnor
intends, in any instance,to permit Us members to
intentionallyannoy or to prosecute any person Indebted to members of the Association.
Rules. That no injustice maybe done to, or
advantagetaken of, any debtor, by any Individual
member or the Association, It shall be the duty of
every member to send by mail a sealed circular
letter, Issued by the Association, to the debtor,
setting forth these facts, to-wit: That the person
named in said letter is indebtedto the member or
the firm therein named !n the sum of « — , that
the debtor Is granted twenty days from date entered on said letter In which to pay the debt, or

News-

paper in the World.

In

first

"One of the ablest weeklies Tu existabout three hundred
ence "-Pall Mall Gazette, London, Engsubordinate Tents with a membership of land.
6,500 and still Increasing.This speaks
"The most influentialreligiousorgan in
volumes for the order and shows how It the States.”— 77tf Spectator,London, Engstands at home, where the leading men in land.
started, there are

and other debts by fair and honorable methods,

the state are at its head.— Lt'nn County

Clearly stands in the fore* front as a
religious magazine.”— $/7kfai/
School Times, Philadelphia.

weekly

h., Independent.

a

Itch, Prairie Mange, and Scratchesof It is
every kind cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.

his never lails. Sold by Kremers &
Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. 6-ly
1

Yarn!

RELIGIOUS,

LITERARY,
educational,

POLITICAL.

AGRICULTURAL,
SUNDAY-SCHOOL

if

which Committee (hall also mall to the person so
reported another circularletter, setting forth the
Mrs. D. M. Geo & Co. invite the atfact that he le indebted to the member named and
tention of tho ladies of Holland and vithat unless he pays, or arranges to pay, the
cinity to their fine line of Cloaks just reamount within fifteen days he wUl be placed upon
ceived. The garraentaare new, stylish
ihcdellEqncntliet.
and pretty. Prices lower than goods of
Rule 4. The eecond circular letter eent to the
the same quality have ever been sold
debtor shall be enclosed In the anthorizeden- before.
velope of the Association, on which shall be
printed, "If not calledfor in fifteen days return to

Holland Business Men's Association," and the
non-retnrn of any circularletter thus mailed, shall
that the said letter

NEWSPAPER.

-

-NEW STOVES-

-

-It,hafi more

and abler Contributors than
any three of its contemporaries. It stands
In the front rank ol journalism, and every
ueraon of intelligenceshould read it.

Terms

Six MMoat
oaths .....
Nine 5£o

-FOR.

of Subscription:

One Month ....... 8 30
Throe Months... 75
Four Months... 1 (X)
1.50
2.25

One Year

....

-Two

Years...
Three Years.

.

..
..

6.00
00

7

Four Years...
Five Years... .. 10.00

BEND POSTAL CARD FOR A FREE SAMPLE
Fancy Goods!
COPY, AND CLUBBING LIST IF YOU WISH
TO SUBSCRIBE FOR ANY MAGAZINES OR
. For Table Felt, Banner Rods, Stamped
OTHER NEWSPAPERS AT LESS THAN
Felt, Linen Tidies, and Linen Splashers,
PUBLISHER'S PRICES.

was received by the debtor addressed.
which are in good variety and assortment
Rules. Any member trusting a man whose call at the Millinery store of
name appears on delinquent list shall be fined 810. 40-tf L. & S. Van dkn Berge & Co.

exchange

INSURANCE,SCJENTf EG

Yam!

As nice a line of Yarn, such as Midnight
Yarn, Saxony, Fairy Floss and Zephyrs as
granted, the debtor shall have failed to pay or has ever been shown in this city has just
failedto have arranged for payment the member been placed in stock at the Millinery
hall report him to tne Executive Committee, Store of L. & 8. Van den Berge & Co.

Remember that we

aRT«
STORY,
FINANIAL,
’

gotifc?.

after the expirationof the twenty days thus

deemed enfflclent| evidence

W.

After Forty yean*
experience In the
preparationof more

Religious and Literary

Michigan alone, where the order was

Association is

to facilitatethe collection of doubtfulaccounts

satisfactorily
arrangefor Its payment; that,

J.

Holland, Mich.

Knights of the Maccabees.Its record for

any organizationin the country.

RULES AND REOCI ATION8.

btf

LIPPINCOTT COMPANY

_715 «nd 717 Market St., Philadelphia

nominal costs have not been beaten by

transaction of business.

to

giving details, etc., mailed on application

B.

the prompt payment of

losses and

fit

and in price.

The Largest,
The Ablest,
The Best

BY-LAWS.
ARTICLE I— QUORUM.

this

and be assured of perfect satisfaction in

THE INDEPENDENT

the

By-laws not in conflictwith this constitution
ular. A man wishing to join a first-class
established for the government of the
order and carry a cheap and reliable inAssociation on the two-thirds vote of the memsurance Cannot do better than to join the
bers present at any sescion.

The special aim of

!

healihy selectionof its members in partic-

may be

Rule

CALL

any society may be

justly proud of, and is traceable to care

pre-

sented at the preceding regular meeting.

AN EARLY

newspaperof its kind published in the world.
understand^*6* °* ,uo^ * not>oe every patentee

days after proof of death

had been filed.

8. Report of Treasurer.

ITS

reasonable. No charge for examination of models
or drawings. Advice by mail free.

paid fifty-nine death claims, meeting them

business.

7. Election of offlrers and appointmentof committees.

GIVE

C
Tbe order of the Knights of the Mac-

and balance at death. Any man of good moral
character and suitable age may become an
honorary member of tbe organization, and

Thursday of each Octo-

reasonable prices.

§.up'riative
M"i‘

’

ot

disabilityone-half will he paid

ber.

which we make in the Latest Styles and at

^

Tcrsc Gems

surance payable at death, or in case of

Bsc. 1.— The annual meeting of the Association

-

—

connection

Knights of the Maccabees in Iowa.

and

„

ternal societies this furnishes $2,000 In-

except the Secreiary.
ARTICLE

Progress

Choice Selections
1 Original Contributions
PACES IN EACH issub
fopics of
of the
the T
Times
T°P'cs

Committee to look after all matters pertaining to is fair to be supposed that our readers
the growth and well-being of Holland;to use all wish to know all about it. It is a fraternal
possibleinducementa to secure the location of beneficiary society which has been incormills, factories and other improvements; and to
porated for five years and now haa a
endeavor to secure any needed concessionsin
membership
of over nine thousand.
freight,express and insuiance rates.
While having all the features of other fraARTICLEVIII— COMPENSATION.
No compensationfor service shall be paid any

Notes of

NEARLY

would make

rich our trade.

18-tf.

---

a rich

with others, and tend to enlarge and en-

1886.

of the finest

pleasing Short Stories
" InterestingMiscellany 25 Cts.

consumer of

a valuable business highway in

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT

Trouserings,

VAN DUREN BROS.
3,

garments.

Office.

LIPPI\COTT'S• • LiPPISCOTTS • • LIPPIMTTS
Lends ail other Magazines
- In Tales of Fiction A New Departure
• Poems of Interest -

the largest inland city and railroad centre

condition of the Association.
8xc. 5.— It shall be the duty of the Business

Holland. Indianapolis

„

Holland,Mich., Nov.

yet acquire control of the I. P.

fitting

Suitings, Overcoatings

a Specialty.

Store, two doors west of Post

made, good

we have some

Patented April 10, 1877, Nov. 11, 1879.
and Nov. 24, 1885, by Cyrus Libby.

to

and particularlythe Chicago &

all well

IN OUR

„ are elected.

*

$150 to $10.
Moo’s Suits for $4 to $20.

io the rules, regulationsand by-laws.

<

We have

The Michigan & Ohio Railroad was sold

ARTICLE IV— OBLIGATION.

officer,

and

best stock of

debt is only $9,808 to tbe mile, and the
To stimulate a determinationto render the
stock
$16,457, making a total of $25,765,
title "BusinessMan” a synonym for honor, firmwith earnings of $3,141. The stock is
ness, probityJustice and high morals.
10.

sum

Rl

a large traffic and is

imparlingprompt information as to the standing
of persons asking credit; and the black-listingof
dead-beats who prey upon the trade.
9. Protection against unjust laws affectingbusiness men and a carefulscrutiny of all legislation
relating to the same.

IPmtisrmeatsi.

Ohio, which has been foreclosed. It has

We now

Ready-Made

gage bondholders cf the Michigan and

public and private.
8.

New

dispatch from

'

L. & S. Van den Berge & Co. have received this week a large lot of Cloaks for
Ladies, Misses and Children, and a very
fine assortment of cloak trimmings such
as Astrachanaand mixed and plain plash.
Call and see our stock,
40-tf L. & 8. Van den Brrge & Co.

York to the Chicago /nfer Ocean says: "Negotiationsfor

ROGERS, Editor.

Saturday, Nov.

Ladies!

Railroad Hotel.

THE INDEPENDENT,
261 Broadway. New York.

OLD

OHSTES.

A- B. BOSXULAJV.

*7

OUT AROUND.

‘‘•r^vr-

“Andrew’s” statement
his turkeys. We
to the conclusion
Johnsville,
that this West Olive correspondent is a
Don’t Experiment.
Now that election is over local poli- srudent of Wiggins’ and has directed his
You cannot afford to waste lime in exticians are engaged in scraping off the attentionmore to predicting than to
mud and laying up a new crop of “roor- recording evenls. It thus appears that perimenting when your luugg are in
danger. Consumptionalways seems at
backs” for next election....Mr. Geo. 0.
Andrew” was not so wild after ail in his first only a cold. Do not permit any
Barlow, of West Olive, was in town Tues- account of that wild turkey aflair. whendealer to impose upon you with some
day ..... Mrs. Harriet Harris has just re- ever you feel so inclined in the future,
cheap imitation of Dr. King’s New Disceived a hank pension of four hundred choose your weapons and come again.
coverv for consumption, coughs and
and fixty dollars. She gets twelve dollars
“Andrew.” colds, but be sure you get the genuine.
per month during the balance of her life.
Because he can make more profit he may
... .Mrs. Frank Myers and several others
tell you he has somethingjust ns good, or
Chur
oh
Items
with
the
Services
for
start north on a bunting trip this weefc.
To-morrow.
justtho same. Don’t bo deceived,but
. .Mrs. Joseph Stone has gone to Le Roy,
First Reformed Church-Servicesat insist upon getting Dr. King’s New DisMich., to join her husband who Is at work
covery which is guaranteedto give relief
at that place ..... Judd Harris occupies iron £• aLnd 2 P* m- 8und»y school
eek,y prayer meeting with the IQ all throat lung and chest affections.
the house formerly owned by Mr. Oaien.
7-80 Keformed Cburch» OQ Thursday at store b0,t GS fFee Bl Yate5 & KaDe’8 dru2
. .The conundrum at the polls last week
to alter In the least

JUST LOOK THESE OVER.

fw6!

in regard to the loss of

_

.

.

We

WEST.
RIAI)

9 00
IP. M.
10 80
tt 13
11 41
11 5-2
1 87
1 45
2 15
2 56
3 88
4 20
4 14
5 28
5 40
5 54
6 10
7 00

.

.

was “where’s the whiskey?” The

1

m.

--

-

—

—

-

Dr. Flagg’s Family Ointment.

Never

fails to soothe and heal cuts,
burns, bruises,flesh wounds, inflamation,
sprains pimples, chilblains, salt rbeum
chapped lips or hands, frost bites, cold
sores sore nipples, and all diseases and
eruptions of the skin. Young LadiesDr. Flagg s Family Ointment will remove

all pimples, blackheads, frecklesand
other blemishes from your face, leaving
the skin soft, smooth, and beautiful. No
family will be without it alter testing Its
marveloussoothing and healing properties. Sold by druggistsfor 25 cents or
mailed on receipt of prree, by the

lUfl TABLir

still

selling that

June

IA.
8
8
8
10
10

A.

•
•A.
6
7
7
7
8
8
9
9
10
10
11

M.

14

A. M.
6
5
4
4
2
2
2

10
12
44
33
48
40
15
1 38
1 02
12 13
11 50
11 00
10 54
10 89
10 19
§9 30

...McMillan.,
••••Seney ......
.....tValsh....
.

40
00
12

00

11 31
11 38
11 50
12 05
12 40

P . M.

Kfedsboro

•

.

.

Muni sing.
•••An Train...
••Hock River..
..... Onota....
..Sand River..
...Marquette2.
Ana.]4 [L’rg
...

,

,

<-\«]
..

[Ara. P. M
Marquette..
2 00

Megan nee...
1 23
12 58
' wpeI!l!InK".Kennbllc....
11 50
..Mlcheamme.. 11 50
....L'Anse ....
10 40
...Hoqghton...
9 20
... Hancock ...
9 01
... Calumet ...
18 15
..

Ann.]

riv^virnn11!,16^

[L’vk

9l-

-FOR-

M.
900

P.

13

60 ••St/ Ignacol*.'
16 ..... Moran .....
35 ..... Palma .....
43
52 :::Ne0wzbSry.:;
59 •DollsrvlHe..

12 50
1 40
1 55
8 (15
3 10
4 10
5 80
5 50
6 85
'

^..rofc M.M.
45

M

M. IP. M.
00
85
DO
»)
00
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22.

Low-Grade Flour

EAST,

Taking Effect

DOWN.

*A.M.

*

Hope Reformed Church-Servicesat
problem was solved by several,though the
election was quiet and nothing occured 10:80 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school
to mar the serenity of “Doc” who con- at U m. Young People’s meeting at 0:30.
tinued to shove in the ballots and got in
7hOI?.a9 Walker Jones, Pastor.
four to many, consequently as the law Subjects: Morning, “The praying thief
directs four had to be withdrawn. Three and the pardoning Savior;” Evening,
Democraticand one Republican vote Union Y. M. C. A. Meeting. Cong resinging. Opening anthems
were thrown out ..... Mrs. Geo. Harris’ gallon a
mother is visiting her from St. Joseph. by the choir. Weekly praise and prayer
All are
....Rev.A. Barber invited every one in meeting Thursday at 7 :30 p.
the country to come and hear him preach welcome.
at the school house last Sunday night. He
Third Reformed Church-Rev. D.
expected at least two hundred but when Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. m. and
the time came for him to open up on his - p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
satanic majesty there was not a person Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
there. We have a good shot gun for sale Preaching by Rev. Henry E. Dosker, of
and if Mr. Barber wants a congregation Hope Seminary, morning and afternoon.
here let him buy it and take after a few anc
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.drive them up ..... Patrick Sankcy, who
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2:00 p. m. Sunhas moved from this vicinity to Nebraska, day School at 3:45.

are

“Mackinaw Short Liao”

Stock and Hog Feed

,

Our exchange

lbs.

V

•

KJ

rale is

FLOUR

—AND—

15 lbs. Bran,
—

P.

A

Buy now before the advance.

40

P. M.
6 !0
5 82
5 20
4 III
14 10

v

• ~

FOR—

M.

at 7:00 a. m.,ar.

7;M

pni

Fultz and White 1 lb. less flour.

JKtC AcVvbeUM

or

three times, has come back to stay,
WALSH, DE ROO & CO.
Holland Christian Ref. Cnurcb.-Rev.
Tilc’lfe t' SS-tf.
satisfied that Michigan is the State. We
William’s M’fo Co., Cleveland, O.
ThnraS|t' ^*5® Monday and Wednesday mornings
rtYr*e3’Pu8lor- Services at
understand you would not be able to drive Q
—
9:30 a. in. 2:00 and 7 p. m.
him away again with a good sized club.
Mario» Chicago. Milwaukee
Shiloh ’« Vltallzeris what you need for ConMl- ..mi
....Mr. E. 0. Boughey, the genial salesMethodistEpiscopalChurch-Rev. H. D patlon Iocs of appctltf,(IIzzIucbb and all symp- and all chore points. (2) With M H A () r»ii
road
for
Houghton.
Hancock,
Calumet etc' and
man of Brown & Sehler, of Grand Rapids, Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m. to.nB of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents per points on Chicago & Northwestern
Railway
bottle, tor sale by Yates & Kane.
was here to sell under mortgage sale the aud 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m
Standard—Central time. •Dallv tDoliv nr
Croup whoopin'! cough and bronchitis immedithreshing outfit sold by them to Fred Class-meeting at close of morning service
MP A8“wd;UvUa"J'
' ' CI~
ately relieved by Shiloh b Cure.
A.
R \v AtTK-v
Ragalen who, having got tired of this life,
P- m- Teachers meeting Friday
III
Gcn'l Superintendent, Gen. Pace.' & Ticket’ Act
departed into the state of matrimony and at 7:30 p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday
Marquette.
Marquette,Mich.
some distant country, leaving the outfit to evening at :30 p.m. All the seats are free.
his creditors. Most of the weeping over
Grace Episcopal Church-Rev. George
his departure is done by the bachelor
tM’rrtiscmcnts.
S. Ayres, Rector. Divine Service every
"When Baby was nick, we garefccr Caatorla,
element who regreet his capture of a refor all
alternateSunday, 1st, 3rd and 5th. MornWhen she was a Child, she cried for Caatoria,
puted ten thousand dollar widow .....
me Service at 10.30; Evening Service at
Miss Mamie Doran, who was home for a 7.30; Sunday School at 12
When she became Miss, ahe clung to Caatoria,
Holy
IT!
of buildings, finweek or two, returned to Holland last
Communion at 10.30 a. m., and Children’s When sho had Children, she gave them Caatoria,
Monday. She thinks some of starting for Service at 3.15 p. m. on the first Sunday
New York, that is if New York don’t get
of each month. All are Invited to attend.
At least we think we have!
back pretty soon, you know. ...Mr. Ed.
Strangersespecially welcome. “0 WorStiles has returned from a trip to Ohio.
ship the Lord in the Beauty of Holiness ”
....Mrs. J. B. Bacon who has been quite
Get What? Why, a wonderful and
ill, is very much better ..... Mr. Barrows,
timely hook on a vital issue.
the store-keeper, has a collectionof
bv
an,d
Consumption
Cure
in
sold
The Proper Adjective.
vegetables that would put the county fair
IT IS CALLED
done on short notice.
to its utmost to produce as fine a speciAn uneducated man may stumble
mens. He has apples of enormous size, upon an expressiveword, while a
"THE LABOR MOVEMENT!
potatoes, carrots,corn, etc., all of which scholar may have to hunt for it. Daniel
$100 a
And
Mis the joint production of many of Stairs,
were brought in by farmers around here. Webster was noted for his habit of
Railing,
Ladies or gentlemen desiringprofitable
Among these is a beet (not a mangel-wur- using svnonvm after synonym, until he employment write at once. We want you the gallant and able “labor leader” of the
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,
country, and the reco-jzed authoritiesupzel) weighing sixteen pounds and a half.
found just the word to express his idea. to handle an arllcle of domestic use that
on the topics connected with the different
This country can beet the world.
recommends
itself
to
every
one
at
sight
Once, while arguing that a bank should
Brackets, etc.
“Tuo Button.”
MeN.n?8 p in!!U8,try’lo wll: 8Uch men as
pay over a sum of money unlawfully Prnfi,®
fl°Ur- Se"9 ,ik° h0t C«k®«- McNeal,
Powderly,
George,
Trevelllck
furnished.
withheld from his client, he said, “Wo Profits 300 per cent. Families wishing to
West Olive,
practice economy should for their own fie f,S,,i,E^eI,i9bed "i,h numerous
w sh, may it please your honor, to
The cry of fraud is now heard on every
benefitwrite for particulars. Used every large and life-like portraits of the various
make them pay over- to settle our just day the year round in every household champions of the cause, Including Powhand, becaupe the candidates on both
Office and Shop on River street,
tickets were not elected. Queer is it not? claim— to give us our dues— to”— here Price within reach of all. Circulars free. derly, I revellick,CongressmanTarsney,
near
the corner of Tenth street,
The crowd around the average he paused, evidently dissatisfied with Agents receive sample free. Address, Thos. Barry and many others. This book
is going to prove to be emphatically
the
expressions.
But
the
right
one
country store will now relapse into old
Domestic M f’o Co., Marlon, Ohio. 38 0m
JA8. HUNTLEY.
channels of conversationagain ____ Quite came when he thundered forth, “Wo
Wisli
to
make
them
disgorge.’'
Holland, May 27, 1883.
wintry Saturday and Sunday ..... The
8M|1nht'Ilari!DCCwUgh cwn bc f0 quickly cured by upon all the importantand much-mooted
new railroad agent’s family arrived here
A less scholarly lawyer would have
questions connected with the Great
For
Friday evening.... The houses about been satisfiedwith any of the other
^ ^'bpy^PcPf'aand Liver Com- Modern Movement! No statesman, no
West Olive are nearly all occupied.
A.
phrases. Among the anecdotes told plaint? bhlloh a \italizerIs guaranteedto cure lunghlof labor, no union workman, no J. D.
P. Robinson has bought Mr. Barlow’s of Coleridge, there is ono which illuscd lor, lawyer, or mhilaler-nay, no Inclaim on the White property and will take trates a scholar’s anxiety for the proper
telligent citizen of any sect, party, color
Bucklen’a Arnica Salve.
possession before long ..... Another Proor persuasion whatsoever,can afford not
hibitionistarrived in town last Saturday
The best salve in the world for Cuts, to own and read this great work!
One day, ho was standing in a picnight. He was a few days too late to vote
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
1000 more active agents wanted to join All HoraeopathiccMedicinef'lrnUhed on applicature gallery, absorbed in gazing at a
this year, but under the care ami training
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, our great army, already in the field in
tion, Callfl night or day will receive
prompt attention.
of father and mother Irish, where he is new painting. After looking at it for toms, and all skin eruptions, and positive- Michigan. For terms and territory adstopping, we have no doubt he will gain fifteenminutes, he deliberately came to ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is dress
3
Office i In Rooms over News Office.
the title we have given him.... Quite a the conclusion that the only epithet guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,
or
HOLLAND. MICH.
M. W. ELLSWORTH & CO.
quantity of wood and bolts are being .which could be used of the picture was money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
22 Lafayette Ave., Detroit,Mich.
the adjective “majestic.” Just as he ?or 8a,e by Yates & Kane, Holland,and
shipped from this station now-a-days.
.
P. S.— We are also desirous of engaging
Joseph Burton has gone south to spend reached this conclusion, a gentleman A. De Kruif. Zeeland. Mich.
a few more good agents to sell our ponuthe winter.... Mrs. G. C. Jones, of Olive entered the saloon with two ladies.
rlZ°Tk\ ^^Succefful IIouseL^r
Center, took the train here Monday morn“What a majestic scone 1” exclaimed
(55.0W copies sold), and Green Fields and
ing to visit a recently widowed daughter. the gentleman, as ho stopped before
$iul
Whupenng Woods (the most elegant gilt 1
. .Frank Wallace has dedicated his new
the painting.
book of the day).. Address as above.
horse without any formal ceremony....
Coleridgewalked up to him, and bowChicago and West Michigan Railway.
There were some Indians In town MonntatcB for three months on receiptof
ing low, said, “Mv name is Coleridge.
day with baskets and axe helves. Our
Taking
Effect Sunday, Avgust 8, 1880.
I thought I knew the English language,
merchants patronized them to some extent.
Liberal discount allowed to poitmaBten,agents
I the/ e.n do. «nd
re at hnme.th.t will par
but it has taken mo fifteen minu es to
---- New goods were being put on the
Jd clubs. Hample copies mailed free.
from HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
......
'iTT ,l^em ^rom ^ 10 $23 per dar Some hare
discover
that
the
word
‘majestic’
Address
all orders to
shelves ol the new store of Davidson,
not r?ii.?|T,'!«8'
v n ,1>T Either «ex. youniroroldCaplial
Ni’t
TOWNS.
Ik! T'V Voa *r.e free Thore who »urt at one*
Mail Exp Exp Mix.
Trumble & Co., Tuesday and Wednesday! plied to this picture. You have
*re absolutely lure of iuur little fortune*.All U new.
upon the right word at once.”
.... We are glad that election is over. We
a.m. p.m. p+tn a. m
“Yes, yes,” replied the gentlem
have a’l got to abide by the result.
Holland ........... 10 2<
5 (M
Grand
Junction
.....
with
a
gratified
simper;
“it
is
a
spl
11 37 2 18 1 22 8 05
Neighbors can now meet and talk a few
Bangor .............
11 57 2 30
moments without quarreling. or betting. did, a beautiful, n lovely painting!”
Benton Harbor ..... 1 25 3 13 3 00 12 00
I say with “Andrew,” let us have peace.
New Buffalo ......... 2 25 4 05
3 00
Chicago ............ 5 15 6 4(
!
“H. A.”
p.m. p.m. a. in p.m
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FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.

Flocks of wild geese are frequentlygoa. m. p.m. ptm.
a.m.
Chicago .........
ing over on their way south, and are in9 00
smile.
New
Buffalo
........
11 35 0 )0 12 30 7 25
variably engaged in animated conversaBenton Harbor ...... 12 30 6 57 1 5(1 10 15
tion, which we, of course, do not underBangor ........
1 45 7 48
stand, hut presume to mean winter at the
Grand Junction
2 00 8 00 3 17 2 55
Holland ......
north, and an occasionalrsnow
squall and
8 05 8 50 1 35 5 20
o m.
a light shower of snow here remind us
As a horse and cattle lotion Salvation
from Holland to GRAND RAPI DS
that it Is moving in that direction, and
will soon be at hand.... James Cassidy Oil has proven itself an infallible remedy.
Mali. Exp Exp. Exp. Exp.
Woffle, who has been to Grand Rapids for It has received the hearty Indorsements
surgical treatment, and just returned, has of many old and well known horsemen. Holland ............ p.m p.m. a.m. a.m. p. m.
3 05
5 45
been greatly benefltted ...Mrs. Welton Price 25 cents a bottle.
Zeeland .......
8 13
5 55
Grand
Rapids
........
is busily engaged in making preparation
355 9 30 5 45 11 00 6 35
Mothers, do not let your darlings suffer
for herselfand family lor removal to CaliFROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
with the whooping cough while you have
fornia, where her husband, Sydney L.
a. m. p.m. ptm. p.m.
a remedy so near at hand. Use Dr. Bull’s
Grand Rapids ....... 900 12 50
Welton, has taken lor a homestead one
Cough Syrup, and the little sufferer will Zeeland ..........
9 52
hundred and sixty acres of government soon find relief. Price 25 cents.
Holland .........
10 05 1 30 11 50 5 35
land.... Many thanks to the West Olive
FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
correspondent, who has labored with such
success to solve the mystery connected
a m. p.m. a. m. p.m.
m.
To our Readers.
Holland ..............0 15
with the wild turkey shooting that oc8 55
Grand
Haven
......
1 00 3 43 6 30
We cannot too strongly urge upon our
9 36
cured near here a short time ago. Did he
Ferrvsburg ........
9 38
readers the necessity of subscribing for a Muskegon. 3rd street 11 05 8 47
get a wing, or a leg, for his lunch basket
1 30 4 16 7 15 7 10 10 05
family weekly newspaper of the first-class
when startingout on that voyage of disFROM MU8KEGON TO HOLLAND.
covery, which resulted in ascertaining -sucb, for instance, as The Independent,
p.m p.m. p.m. a.m. p.tm.
of New York. Were we obliged to select
that “Andrew’s” story, relating to the
Muskegon, 3rd street 1 40 12 25 7 45 850
10 05
one
publication
for
habitual
and
careful
Ferrysburg .......... 2 05 12 47 8 07
aflair, possessed two sides? We take for
9 17 10 35
reading to the conclusion of all others, we Grand Haven ....... 2 10 12 50 8 10 9 22 10 45
granted, however, his statement that the
Holland ..........
3 00 1 25 8 45 10 05
11 35
hunters were old turkey shooters,and should choose unhesitatedly The Indepenp.m.
able to tell, at a glance, the difference, if dent. It is a newspaper, magazine, and

any existed, between a wild and a tome review, all In one. It is a religious,a litturkey, whether its appearance was on erary, an educational, a story, an art, a
scientific, an agricultural,a financial,and
the wing or on the table, but yet may not
R political paper combined. It has 33
be so ready to explain what became ot Mr.
folio pages and 21 departments. No matStone’s turkey that failed to return; or all
ter what a person’sreligion, politics or
of the circumstancesconnected with the
profession may be, no matter what the age,
death of the one found in ^tbe field the
mx, employment or condition may be
next day with its body riddled with shot.
But we will accord the privilege to pre- The Independent will prove a help, an insume that the case was the result of a structor, an educator. Our readers can
chronic difficulty peculiar to old turkeys do no less than to send a postal for a free
about this time of the year, but if so we specimen copy, or for thirty cents the
hope that the complaint may not extend paper will be sent a month, enabling 6ne
to our flocks- before Thanksgiving, at to judge of Its merits more critically. Its'
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least. The news was a great surprise to fwlJ ^b8cr,PUon 18 t3*00. or two years
Cimada1110*11^0Inl, In the Unlted SUte# tnd
Mr. Stone— that be had ever resened, or
^ , * W. A. OAVBTT. Ass. Gen. Pass. Agt.
Address, The Independent, 251 Broadattemptedto rescue anyone who proposed
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way, New York
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THE FINDING OF THE LYRE.

hand slipped within the white palm awaither. Myra was gazing on the street,
or sky, anything or nothing without the
window, and the baby stood quietly watching her brown eyes, her shining hair, and
amused herself playing with the lady’s
ing

BT JAMES BUB8KL LOWELL.

sea. How
could she tell it all to that gentle lover?
Bnt time was flyiug, che must be gone, she
must never see him again!
at the street, the sky, the distant

Un welting

Kicli.

PITH AND POINT.

Every now and again some wiseacre
Thera lay upon the ooean’e ehore
undertakes a sermon to the workingWhat once a tortoiaenerved to cover,
men in which it set forth, with a good
A year or more with ruih and roar,
Loster, Loster! I know your heart will
The aurf had rolled it over,
break,— mine may also. I cannot say forgive deal of elaboration of detail, and supfingers and rings.
Had played with it and flung it by,
me, for God will not if I fail in this lost reso- ported by numerous “practical”illusAi wind and weathermight decide it,
The child’s presence was comforting, lution. T dare not, think of your grief. As for
trations,that it is possible for every
Then toaeed it high where aand-drifts dry
her silence a real charm, so, shortly,Myra myself,I am dead Bemember me as dead,
Cheap burial might provide it.
man, if he be industrious and thrifty,
Lester,
and
God
pity
us
both.
I
shall
go
back.
lifted her to her lap, where she too might
We were in great error, I see it now. I shall to get into businessand achieve compeview the scene outside.
It rested there to bleach or tan.
The rains had soaked, the sun had burnod it;
Thought growing bitter and memory a go back, but do you go on to Europe, even as tence for himself. The intention is to
you would grant a prayer to a dying woman,—
With many a ban the fisherman
say, though they do not say it exactly
sting, Myra turned her attention to the litHad stumbled o’er and spurned it;
go! And God grant wo may never meet on
tle one.
in that way, that it is possible for every
And there the flaher-girl would stayeartli
Wretchedly, ,
"Who are yon, dear; what is your name?”
Conjecturingwith her brother
man to be rich. One of the leading
Myba.
How in their play the poor estray
"Isabel.”
citizensof the town will die, John Jones,
Might serve some uae or other.
This
she
sealed,
addressed,
and
ordered
“Have you run away from mamma?”
for
instance. Tho local papers will
“No; mamma has gone away from me; delivered to Dr. Lester ns soon as he reBo there it lay through wot and dry,
have
fulsome eulogies. It will be told
turned.
Then,
as
though
legions
from
she
is
dead,”
Aa empty as the last now sonnet,
Hades were at her heels, she grasped the how he originated from “poor but reTill bv-and*bycame Mercury,
Mj-ra pressed the child to her heart. Poor
And, having muaed upon it,
child and hurried aboard the train. She spectable”parents,worked on a farm,
little motherless one; why had not fate
"Why, here," cried he, “the thing of thing!
grven her the child? Then she had been was white as milk, and sat for hours hold- or did odd jobs for the neighbors, saved
In shape, material, and dimension
Give it bnt strings,and, lo it sings,
spared the folly into which she was now ing hard to the child’s hand, with head his money, opened a little grocery store,
A wonderful invention I"
falling. While her mind would run upon thrown back and eyes tightly closed, her carried in three bushels of clover seed
her own affairs, as if to keep those clear lips as pale as death.
Bo said, so done; the chords ho strained,
But one thought seemed to possess her. or barrels of flour, and toted the goods
bine
baby eyes from reading all her soul,
And, as his fingerso'er them hovered,
She
could indulge, poor thing, in respite to round to the customers himself rather
The shell disdained a soul had gained,
she continued to question the child at ranher
sorrow,
for all the time and all the than go to the expense of hiring a man
The lyre had been discovered.
dom. Thus she learned that while the
Oh, empty world that round us lies,
mother
had
been
Fome
lime
dead, the same the train was sweeping great miles to do it for him. How he thus accuDead shell, of soul and thoughtforsaken
father bad died only a few weeks before, of distance between them, between her mulated his first few hundred dollars.
Brought wo but eyes like Mercury’s,
In thee what songs should waken
here in the hotel; and it became plain to beaten heart and her sore temptation.
How one of his customers got in debt
It was night, late night, when she again
Myra the child bad no home, no people,
to him for several hundred. How he
and only through pity was, for the present, reached home. As the hired carriage compromised by taking half tho cusswept
up
the
old
familiar drives that she
sheltered by the Temple House! Then a siA BLUE-EYED ANGEL.
tomer’s farm. How coal was subselence fell, and thought flew on the faster, had thought never to see again, she leaned
quently
discoveredunderlying the farm.
forward
in
the
moonlight,
while
her
tears
while the baby sat still on Myra’s knee.
BY BALPH DOUGLAS.
Who can follow the thoughts that flashed fell fast. Truly, she seemed a dead wo- How he sold it for $15,000 hard cosh.
man revisiting the scenes of home and And so forth, and so forth, and so forth!
It surely is true, that "God moves in a and flamed through Myra's mind? Slowly
happiness.
This is but one of the variations of
mysterious way, His wonders to perform.” the big tears welled up to her brown eyes
When was it she had left this place,— the same old story, and the telling it is
Listen to the facts of the following case, and dripped over her fair, round cheek.
Was she already regretting her wrong yesterday, last week, or years ago?
always accompanied by the same advice
then see if you will not agree:
She could not decide. Providence was that what the eminent deceased did in
step,
her voluntary fall from the high
A tall, handsome, stylish woman is sitting
kind— Arthur had not returned. Of course
fax a private parlor of the Temple House. places of principle, honor, and respectabilthose ways it is possible for each and
not: bo had not expected to for (lays.
She and her escort had come into the town ity? Aye!
every man to do. But what a howling
And the little one’s soft voice broke in Once again in her own room, alone. Baby
just after breakfast. Her companion was
absurdity it all is! To be sure the great
Belle
sleeping
in
her
bed,
she
felt
her
upon
her
tearful
revery.
a very qniet, dignified, gentlemanly party,
“Did your papa think you had pretty courage come again. It bad been a close majority of men are not thrifty. They
and had registeredsimply as “Dr. Lester
are industrious. They must be to live.
and lady.” The west- bound train they hands, too? and did be pat and kiss them call, but she was safe!
Said she to her maid: “I am sorry to But they are careless in their expendiwaited for was due at 7 p. m. Evidently too. like my papa did mine?”
Her father! At mention of him he disturb yon at this hour, Anna, but I do tures, within a certain range. Suppose
the gentleman was occupied with business,
want my dresses removed at once from the they were not. Then not half so many
as he had been absent from the hotel save seemed to Bland before her, and ho bad
trunks and put again in their proper places.
at the noon hour. Then “Dr. Lester and been in the spirit land for years!
of the others would become rich. The
A gentle, honorable man, with soft and 1 will reward you well, don’t fear. Tho recklessnessof the many is the chief
Lady” had dined together in the private
lady
I
went
to
visit
bad
gone
away,
so
1
silver hair, with kind eyes that beamed
parlor. „
factor in tho construction of the forThey had seemed on the best of terms, very with tenderness and pride and fatherly love surprised myself instead of her. And I
have
decided
to adopt this little girl, Anna; tunes of the few. That is, if it can be
ns
they
turned
upon
her!
Oh
Lord
friendly, but just a little reserved, or “on
guard” in their manner. After a slow, of earth and heaven, what must she was an orphan and about to be sent called recklessfor a man to prefer to
surround himself and his family with
cosy, loitering dinner the Doctor rose to de- be his feelings toward her now! And she to an asylum, so I look her myself.”
Poor Myra! she wanted no signs of dis- such comforts as his means affords,
part. “1 dislike leaving you so alone, Myra, bad been his pride and joy, his darling
turbance to meet even her own eyes in the rather than pinch and stint, with tho
but it is best doubtless, and your will, I only daughter!
morning; she wanted to waken in the
Why
bad
no
thought
or
memory
of
her
believe.You will pardon me then?” And
hope of some day having enough to
father reached her sooner and saved her morning and begin life just ns before, not
he gave her a kind, calm smile.
buy his neighbor’s property at forced
“Certainly,Doctoi ! Don't think of me ns from this sinful step? Was this strange, even a misplaced dress or ribbon to remind
salo at half its value, and sell it to the
her
of
that
hasty
flight
to
and
fro.
silent
child
an
angel
he
bad
sent
to
save
lonesome, and I understand, of course, that
other
man with more money than wit
All
the
biiKile
and
stir
was
quieted,
tho
your business cannot be delayed,” which her, even at this lust late, dreadful mobouse once more in peace and darkness; who comes along, for twice what it is
latter was wholly to blind the waitress. ment?
“What did you say?” cried Myra, with Myra had fallen into an uneasy slumber, worth.
They shook hands and parted blandly.
awakened
There can only be so many rich, and
How should any maid or servant suspect startling vigor. But Baby Belle' was not from which she
husband’s kiss, bo to make and keep them rich others
them to be a runaway couple? Who should frightened by her vehemence, only bewilcent an elopement in the calm condact of dered, and she slowly repeated her in- unexpectedly and quietly had ho must remain poor. There can onlv be
returned. After one little ciy of fright
this reserved couple? Thus did they throw quiry.
sv> many bankers and grocers and dry
Myra held forth her hands and looked at Myra said nothing.
dust in the eyes of observers; for this
goods
men. If tho supply of either
“Nay,
sweetheart,
never
turn
so
white
mild-manneredman was guilty of the them. Never before bad she realizedhow
comes to exceed the demand, some will
blackest treachery toward the man he had very like her father's they were— now the and stare so at me,” he said, langhing
be crushed out, and it is not always the
lightly. “Do you think I am a burglar?”
loved os a brother, God help us! How resemblancewas startling indeed!
When he turned on the gas and noted least wise or the least deserving that
.Yes. surely,her hands were fair things
love of a woman can mar and unmake ns!
This woman, this graceful,queenly Myra, to look upon, and their beauty had been a the beautiful child held so close to her meet that misfortune. The fact is there
heart, he whistled with amazement.
was one of the chilliest, most virtuous of pride to her loving father.
are too many men in such business and
“Why, who is this?” And he stooped to in all businesses now. There are even
How be hod enjoyed giving her pretty
women, yet this terriblelove had “gone to
jewels, valuable rings, and dainty gloves, inspect the stranger.
her head,” and she, too, was undone.
too many mechanics and factory and
At this Lester’s bidding, she had con- yet always wisely teaching that a woman’s
His wife leaned on her elbow with
mine workers for the manner in w hich
cluded to ignore the ties that had become bands, to be fair in sight of men and angels, frightened, wide eyes and pale face. She
must
be
ever
adorned
with
charity,
gentlechains and bonds, and to snap her fetters
seemed choking and unable to do other the business of the country aa a whole

Man

ah!

warm. What was she now? Who would

Myra’s uneasy mind was settled, her path
have believed she, the virtuous Christian was plain to see— she should return to her
lady, could have come to this? She who husband!
had ever been so free, and proud, and selfWhether he would pardon her or not,

possessed!

*

She struck her two palms together and
locked her hands in her lap. Oh, why,
why had she done this?
True, her husband,this cool, calm, superior Arthur, neglected her in a way, but
how much worse he might have been to
her!
had always trusted her, and
had never dreamed she could prove wicked
and vile like many other women; and if
other women who ran away from their
husbands with men they liked better were
vile, so in common justice, she, too, must
be vile! And yet in common justice also,
she must sny it was no vulgar passion that
had led to this step.
Arthur, absorbed in business,seemed
cool and carelesstoward her, and her soul
longed for a perfect friendship.Yet when
they had parted two days before, there had

And

,

eemed

a flash of the old-time tenderness.

Ah well! for years ho had been careless, he
bad coolly thrown her upon society for
friendship,amusement, entertainment;
what affection or companionshipcould she
find there? Hod she out been blessed with
children,surely it would have been different. She could have been absorbed by
them as he by business. Pusiness was a
monster that had chilled ond darkened all
their home and flame of love.
And Loster Howard was so sensible,
tender,so devoted, yet with no trace of imbecility. He understood as by intuition
her every thought and want. Had she but
met and married him first, all had been
well.

Bnt this she had consented to was not
well. How could it be well for her when
it damned other women? ' ' ' •*
Probably Arthur did not love her, neither
as
of
each other similarly?
Admit they would not, yet she knew now
•he had done wrong in leaving stern-faced
duty for pleasant, smiling love. Already
he missed respectability. And she had
been so pure, so proud, so far beyond
temptation!
The door swung softly opon and a little
child, perhaps six or seven years old, slid
oftiy into the room.
Myra took scant note, but being by nature kind and courteous, extendedan idle

did she feel as interestedin him
once. Might not she and Lester weary

hand toward the timid intruder. Slowly
room and her baby

the child crossed the

she should adopt the child and live to love
and guard her.
“Isabel, do you like me?” she asked, ns
earnestly as any lover might in future
years.

“Very much,” was the sweet and simple
answer.

“Enough, my baby, to give your sweet,
small self to me, to come and bo my little
girl, ns I have none?"
“And have a home, and you bo my
mamma, you mean?” asked Isabel, with

“Why, my

little

he

little woman,” he exclaimed,

you were such a coward
came in quietly; I have the night key,
you surely know, you little goose. I believe you mean to faint!”
So he took her in his arms; still shq
stared at him with widened eyes.
“I thought you hated me!” she faintly
“I did not think

!

I

month, that being about

in

great
distress, and I was iu even greater agony,
so that I wakened. And still I was sc
worried about you I could pot give my mind
to business, Try as I might, I could nol
shako off the notion you needed me here al
home, and now I am glad I yielded and
came, for surely you are ill, or you would
not be so nervous! Stop crying, Myra,
and tell me what is the matter?"
Tell him! and turn to adamant and icc
this strange flood of tenderness? Never!

“I have had bad dreams too!

of evil things, Arthur
I sinned, I died, I saw angelc
and the dead— ob, everything ha!
All sorts

happened since you went! If my bad
dreams had come true, Arthur, and I had
done very evil, would you have forgivec
mo if

there is to

political parties is easily explained to

foreigners.

One

the other gets
Picayune.

gets the offices and
loft.—

New Means

“The

only difference between you and
the evolutionist to the dude, "is
that I believe men have grown from
monkeys, and you believe, judging,of
course, by yourself, that monkeys have
grown from men.”— Boston Courier.
I,” said

The London Globe expands on the
are criminals.
They would be, though, if the law could
reach them. There’s Henry Irving, for
instance. He ought to get six months
fact that very few actors

for every time he appears on the stage.

—Puck.
Drowning man— "Help! help! What
do you mean by sitting there and letting
me drown, man?” , Newspaper proprietoj “You should have advertised,my
friend. You could get all tho help you
wanted through the newspapers.”
Tid-Bits.

—

“I understand,sir, that vou are a
connoisseur in diamonds.” “Yes, sir.”
“What kind would you select nowadays i'1 “Well, I’d Lave tho infield
clear of grass, but outside of tho bases
I think I’d have a fine lawn. I’ve laid
out lots of ball grounds.

As

”

—

Tid-Bits.

.

QUEER.
through this life wo travel what amazing
things wo see;
ih looking down
on hia knoe,

Tho man

who reads tho Bible

But ho who from

a whisky-jugdosiros to toko a
sup,
While in tho act of drinking is most surely look-

ingup.
-Boston Courier.

Scene, street in Paris: Boardingmother. Mother (reading sign in window)— ‘E-nfrez sans
frapper;’ What does that mean, Ethel
—Oh, it’s a French idiom for ‘Please
shut the door.* 'Frapper* means iced,
you know. Enter uniced, or leave the
cold outside, is what it means literally.
—Life.
school miss and

Last week I attempted to say that
fifteen versts are the Kussian equivalent
of ten miles. And what did tho types

in managed. The only one class of make me say instead? Nothing ‘less
which there are not too many are tho ludicrousthan that fifteen verses are
small farmers. Of these there can tho Russian equivalentof ten miles !— a
never be too many. So long as the reflection upon the prolixity of the
stock of small farms hold out there can

national poet which is as undeserved asit

was unintentional.—T/ie Critic.
SIC SEMPER TVRANXI8.
dashed mo off a sonnet
And tont it to tho press,
As lovely as a bonnet,
As swoet as a caress ;
About her golden tresses,
Her merry eyes of blue,
And how my Horrio dresses,
And how she loves mo. too ;
I spake of trees in blossom,
Of swingingin tho lane ;
I sent it whence no poet’s song
Con o’er return again.
I

I dashed mo off a sonnet
And sent it to the prose,
And there tlx y sat upon it
Squelchedit, I confess
Down in the wicker basket.
Buried three feet deep,

—

I

A jewel in its casket,
Sonnet went to sleep ;
But let them keep the sonnet,
For its toss I’ll ne’er repine—
For Florrie read itflrst— and placed
Her little hand in mine.

might choose to shape them. Ho
wouldn’t bo rich in tho common acceptation of the term
but he would come
;

nearer than any other representativeof
a great body could possibly come to
having all ho needed, and he would
have an organization in comparison
with which all other so-called great organizations, either of labor or capital,
would seem ridiculously insignificant.
Wilkesbarre (Fa.) Leader.

—

He

Foiled to Get the Tacks.

—Puck.
"Y’our appetite is good enough. You.
have no reason to complain in tho matter of health, Evereat.” “No. You
are correct,” replied Evereat. “I have
a recipe,” he added; “Sure thing everv

time.” “Hey? Recipe? What

is it?”

“H — ’m. Might tell you. Had to pay
the doctor for it myself. Confidential,

A wag,

sauntering along a Boston mind!” and Evereat leaned over to'
whisper impressivelyin his friend’sear :
“Two things. Make it a rule never to“Can you t-t-tellmo where I may eat them with dinner. Consequence,
g-g-getsomo g-g-g-g-good t-t-tin t-t-t- always sure of good appetite.” Evertacks?”
eat hesitated, tilted back in his chair,
“Certainly,”replied the wag. “You and cautiously scanned his friend’a
turn down this street on your left two features, seemingly debating with himblocks, then turn again two blocks to self whether or not to divulge his reyour left, and again two blocks to your cipe. “Well, — what — what is it you
left, and that will bring you to the best don’t eat with your dinner?” inquired
hardware shop in town, where you'll bo that gentleman,somewhat nonpulsed.
sure to find them. ”
Evereat leaned forward and again whisThe stammerer continued his way. pered slowly and impressively in his
The wag, walking down the street two friend’s ear: “Breakfastand supper,
blocks, entered the aforesaidhardware you greenhorn !”— Lynn Union.
shop and proceeded as follows:
“Have you any g-g-g-ood t-t-t-t-tacks !”
Tho Judge and the Lawyer.
“Yes, sir,” said the obliging shopman,
An attorneycame into Judge Coffey’*
producing his best after some rummag- court guiding a very unsteady client.
street the other day, was accosted by a
man who stammered, as follows;

I repentedand came back, dying, tc
crave your pardon?”
Heavens! Was she in delirium,in fever:
“That is it, my Baby Belle! Will yon?”
And poor Myra waited with bated breath. How pale and wan and wide-eyedshe had
Heaven had been unkind, if we dare say so, grown! She innst be soothed and quieted
at once, so he kissed her as he perhap!
when she loved children so.
Baby looked straight into the loving had not in years, with all the fervor of c
brown eyes, then with a sobbing sigh put lover.
down her golden head upon the lady’s “There! lot that satisfy yon. I did nol
breast and said;
think a short separationwould so distort
“How good God was to send you heie us, Myra! Now- tell me, who is this?’
to-day ! Next week they were going to send nodding to the Baby Belle.
me to the Orphans Home!”
So she made a mighty effort— how might]
“How good God was to send me hero to- who of you can appreciate?— and told i
day!” Slowly Myra repeated the words, and simple tale of going to Farnham U
with white lips, as if perchance a sudden shop And “kill time,” and finding thif
death lurked in the syllables. Then she wee one so forlorn;she told hov
kissed away the child’s tears of joy and re- her heart hungered for the child, and ther
lief. Possibly after all, her strange temp- she anxiously watched to see if he would ing.
tation and fall was all a part of her refuse to take the littleone.
“Are you sure th-th-theseare g-gSaid he with a sigh: “All right, Myra
Creator’splan, to teach her a lesson, and
goodones?”
to benefit the Baby Isabelle,and kissing have the moon if you like— and you car
"Yes, sir, the best that are made.”
the child, she prayed with pallid lips: get it. She is a pretty child, and I sup*
“Are th-th-the heads g-g-good and
“Father in heaven, permit me this to servo pose a prattler will be pleasantabout the
strong?”
house.”
as expiation for the foul sin I have har“Yes, sir.”
So all was calm. A child was giver
bored in this weak and wretched heart!”
home
and
love,
a
woman’s
soul
wat
“Have theyg-g-got g-g-g-g-goods-s-sThen she sent for tho landlord. Fiom
him she learned there was no due known saved, the husband's honor and hoppinesi sharp p-p-p-p-points?”
to have any claim upon the waif, and that preserved.
“Yes, sir.”
With another sigh this man who hac
truly enough she was iu a few davs to have
"Well, you p-p-p-please s-s-s-sit on
been consigned to the asylum. 'She then had such a narrow escape, turned to hi! them till I come back, will you?”
explained her wish to lake the child, and wife, saying: “Yes, I am glad yon broughi
Exit rapidly. Presently the unlucky
also her position in the world, and demon- her, Myra; she seems a charmingchild, ”bui
stammerer, having described a square
stratedhow much she could benefit the Myra had fainted away! The sin, the sorof two blocks, arrived at the hardware
lilte one. After all, Baby Belle herself row, the escape, the danger, and the rewas sole mistress of her future and could action had proved too much for the over- shop, and, entering, asked innocently;
decide for herself.So she ran to gather strained nerves. She too fully realized thal
“Have you any g-g-g-good t-t-tint-tup her little belongingsand bid adieu to for all concerned it had been a very closi
tacks
”
the maids who had befriendedthe little call.— Chicago Ledger.
“Get out of here!” etc., etc., etc.—
orphan. In half ’an hour the return train
Boston
*
would leave. Myra called for pen and
Small boy (rushingin front of your
paper and essayed to write a line for Lester.
How men’s tastes differ \f One dropped
When leaving home and husband she had lady wearing a large poke bonnet, an
staring
her
full
in
the
face)
:
“You’\
into
his seat at a restaurant and murwritten nothing! There had been no effort
mured, "Hot weather,” and his neighto soften the blow for Arthur! She held lost yer bet, Charlie; I told yerit warn
the pen in her white hand and stored hard an old woman.”.bor said "Cold mutton.”

sparkling eyes.

all

No man was ever so mean that he
could not give advice.— New Haven
News. Well, go on; what were you
going to say 1— Washington Post.
The differencebetween two great

I

you

has

strike at.

bo no excess of small farmers. Farming the small farm is the basis and best
of all business. It is the business the
law should do tho most to encourage,
particularly in a country with so lavish
whispered.
“Myra ! surely that was not a pretty an endowment of rich soil, nnequaled
thonght to entertain; but (kissing her) J anywhere in tho world, as this country
forgive you, for
believe you possesses.And, strangely enough,
are dreamingyet! By tho way, it was t
though the small farmers are sufficiently
bad dream that brought me home so soon numerous in the country to outvote all
So you see I am as silly as you.”
the rest of us, if they saw fit, they are
She hid her face on his shoulder and wat less deferred to by those who make the
softly crying, while he stroked her shining
laws and customs of the State and
head and talked. “I dreamed, dear, I saw
you dying, but I could not reach you to be Nation than any other. With a solid,
of any help. It seems now a doubl intelligentlymanaged union, the small
with me if
were dying oi farmer could have the laws just as he

lost. Anyway * you were

power

who

When one Congressman assaults another he generally hits him in the

was

How

memory.

don’t believe in the reappeardnee
of spirits,”as the tippler said when the
landlord locked up the bar.

'

than gasp at his name.
could guess the cause!

for the
prevent its com-

So does any one
ever interfered with them.

I

and be free! This silly short-sighted ness, and kindness. And once — how vividly
aister of ours lost sight of the fact that, it flashed to memory now— some graceful,
though she ignore the truth, yet it was not kind act of devotion to an old, homeless,
auehched, and that broken links make more sick stranger,coming to his knowledge,ho
dangerous wounds than a whole chain had patted- her hands proudly, saying:
“Now 1 know these dear bands belong to a
worn with patient grace!
So all was going wrong. Madam Myra good and Christian girl! one not ashamed
fitting alone by her parlor window leant to be a sensible \\ „mg Christian,and I
her golden head on one shapely hand and am prond, my child, to say these bauds are
mine!” Which last was in playful referlet her mind roam at will.
Where was Lester? Doubtless roaming ence to the strong resemblanceto bis own.
about town, thinking of her, with head And now to see them! Her father’s bands
bent and hands clasped behind him as was yet, held there before the Baby Belle, like
his fashion. Snppose—
suppose some spirit’s warning, and behold! she had
Arthur shopld encounter him! but she forgotten to remove her wedding ring!
sighed with relief. That was impossible, Strange omen! strange thought! A runfor only two days ago he had started away wife still cherishingher wedding
for a city directly in the opposite direction ring.
from this one. Poor Arthur! Yes, after
Perhaps it was the flash of that gold band
all, poor Arthur? How would his wonder- that saved and strengthened her. A
ful pride be shattered, to return and find mighty revolution of thought and feeling
his wife had run away!
had swept her being this lonely afternoon.
Yes, whether he loved her or not as he Her father had sent a blue-eyed angel to
used to, yet he had much pride in her rescue her, a lovely littleangel, whom she
beauty, her integrity,her social station. could reward with love and care. Heaven
Social station? What would be her posi- bad sent the orphan across her path, and
tion hereafter? And her cheeks grew her childish prattle had saved her, for

to

It is said that hoes possess the
of

I

her

paradox. He prays

ing.

again.

by

is a

millenium and acts

-

Post

The room was a trifle small for him,
bnt he managed to get into a chair
somewhere. When the case was called
the chippy attorney got up and said:
“Your honor, I don’t see the attorney
on the oppositeside present, but I’m
deck. ’’

on

“Yes,” said Judge Coffey, looking
ver to the client who had fallen off his
chair, “and your client seems to be
overboard.”— /San Francisco Chrone

icle.

In a Restaurant

'‘Look here, waiter, this pieoa of
cheese is mouldy. ”
The waiter looked at the piece of
cheese and perceived that it really waa
green and blue on top, and did not look
nioe. Taking it in his hand he turned
it upside down on the plate, so that the
good side was uppermost and remarked
“There! that’s the way it belongs.
There is nothing the matter with it now,
is there?”-—Tearas Siftings.
*.

A

NEW YIEW OF CONSUMPTION.

And One Which Appeals to Common Sense

—Many

Curable Cases.

[Medical StiUu.] '
•Many persons die of Consumptionwho
oouid essay be cured,” says Dr. ff'G Clark,

of Watertown, N. I., *if they would go

at ii

rjght I have a new view of

the disease.
•Consumption is not always of lung origin.”
“How so? What is it, then?”
.Many cases of consumption are secondary.
Iho disease itself prevails everywhere, but
the best practitioners refuse to attribute it entirely to inheritanceor the weather. If a por-

*n

mo8^ f&vorableclimate in the
world and has any tendency to lung weakness,
If certaincondition) exist in the system, that
climate, however favorable, will not prevent
development of the disease. The disorder in
such cases is only a secondary symptom in the
lungs of some other ailment, and can never
bo cured until approached through its source.”
Yes, doctor; but what is the method of apr
B0Ui!lve8

proach?”
do^ou
you not?"^ ^°Ur ^n^0r
•

*n ac^ you

kQrn

“Yes.1

A™

°Ter3, “003nd
“Why, constant inflammation,festering, and
eventualdestruction of the finger.”
Precisely ! Now then for my method, which
commends itself to the reason and judgment
of every skiUful practitioner.You know certain acids are developed in the body. Well,
if the system is all right, these acids are neutralized or utilized and carried out If the
system is run down by excesses, anxiety, continual exposure,or overwork, those acids accumulate in the blood. If there is any natural
weakness m the lung, this acid attacks it, having a natural affinity for it, and if the acid is
not neutralized or passed out of the system,

lung"™.

’“d a”'*113' llratr0J'8U‘“
“Perfectly ! Dm how do you prevent the accumulation of those acids in the system? ”
“Irregularitiesof the liver and kidneyscreate
this excess of acid, and the supply can bo cut
off only by correcting the wrong action of
those organs. The kidneys alone should carry
out in quantity, in solution, enough of this
acid daily, which if loft in the blood, would
kill four men. When the stomach, the liver,
and the kidneys are all conspiringto increase
the acid, the i.onder is that weak lungs resist
death as long as they do! ”
“But you nave not told us how you would
treat such cases.”
“No, but I will The lungs are only diseased
as an effect of this acid or kidney poison in the
blood. After having exhausted all authorized
remedies to correct this acid condition, I was
compelled,in jusUce to my patients, to use
W arner s safe cure; though a proprietaryremedy, it is now recognized,I see, by leading
physicians, by Presidentsof State Boards of
Health, and by insurancephysicians, as a scientiiic and the only specific for those great
organs in which over ninety per cent of diseases originate or are sustained.”
“Is this form of treatmentsuccessful?”
“It is wonderfully so, and for that reason I
am only too willing that you should announce
it to the world of consumptives.”
.iVo/tfby

Important
When you

C. Staley,whUe playing the leading port in “Michael Strogoff,”at Oakland.

R

H. Warner A Co.,

Rochester, N. Y., with the request that we publish it for the good of suffering people. In a
foot note to their letterthey say:

visit

or

leave

There Shall Be No Alp*
When Napoleontalked of invading

York City, save

baggage,expressage,and #3 carriag* bin. and

A QUESTION ABOUT

Italy

one of his officerssaid: ‘But, siro, remember
Cal., became so hoarse from a severe cold atop at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite
the Alps. To an ordinary man thoso would
that he despaired of being able to continue Grand Central Depot
navo seemed simply insurmountable,but Nahis part. Two bottles of Bed Star Cough
poleon rosponded eagerly: “There shall be no
618 rooms, fitted op at a cost of one million
Cure entirely cured him. Does not nauseate. dollars |l and upwards per day. European Alps. 8q the famous Simplon pass was made.
Disease, like a raonnUin, stands in the way of
iilan. Elevator. Ivostaurant suppliedwitu the
A Mining Anecdote.
best Horse cars, stages,amf elevatedrail- fame, fortune, and honor to many who by Dr.
Pierce’s “Golden Medical Disoovoiy" might be
It is safe to s\y that three-fourthsof road to all depota. Familiescan live better for
healed, and so the mountain would disappear.
less money at the Grand Union Hotel than at
those who deal in mining stocks through any other firat-classhotel in the city.
It is specificfor all blood, chronic lung and
liver diseases, such as consumption(which is
the medium of the boards never saw a
scrofula of the lungs), • pimples,blotches,
mine, and that less than one-half have
A Horse’s Hind Legs and Shoulders. eru|dionB, tumors, swellings, fover-soros, and
any knowledge of how a mine is worked. 1 hat people should make serious Did you ever notice the pleasure a
mistakes in their speculations through horse seems to get from elevatinghis
The phrase, “in due time,” probably
ignorance of these matters is not to be forelegs? Leave your horse tied in moans the first of the month, for that is
front of your house five minutes, and when the bills como in.-Tid.Bita.
wondered at.
Perhaps the greatest blunder on rec- lie hfw bis fore feet on the pavement
Dn. Pierce's “Favorite Proscription” is
ord was made by a gentleman of de- and his hind ones in the gutter.
everywhere acknowledged to bo the st andard
I
asked
a
horseman
why
that
was,
cided Teutonic origin, who visited my
remedy for female complaintsand weaknesses.
and he told me it was an action per- It is sold by druggists.
oflice one day and asked, point blank:
fectly compatible with the “build” of a
“Haf doy schtruck dot vinze?”
horse.
Johnny says ho is his mother’s canoe,
“What winze do you refer to?” said I.
“A horse’s shoulders,”ho said, “not- and she is always ubio to puddle it.— Mer“Dot vinze in der Oonion Consoliwithstanding their strength,are very chant Traveller.’

dated Mine,” was the ready reponse.
“There’s no winze in the Union Consolidated Mine that they are likely to
strike at present,” I answered, and
then, thinking the man might be a little confused in his mining knowledge, I
asked

by a winze?
do you suppsse a winze is?”
“A vinze?” he shouted, with a knowing smile, “oh, a vinze is a body of

What

ore !”

said I, and, taking a
pencil, I drew him a little sketch of a
winze, and explained to him that it was
a small shaft from one level to another,
generally for the purpose of ventila“No.

it isn’t,”

tho

Mm

—

*hyt there
taere ere
aro more
runm prei
nrnparatlovui of
other mbeUnoe need in mi
claeirely that iron toi eckn
Kknowlldged
importantfactor In raiccoMfnlmedia
f

DOWN’S

BIHERttS

IRON

Tired PeellHf, Genera] Debility, pm|n intbe

ITOSJPBITTERS.WK

any one who is quick at repartee must
necessarilyhave a great response ability.

mig

San Francisco Argonaut.

BEST

Rad way's

Veteran Pension Attorneys,
Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland and
Washington.

THE

IN

Ho lbs* unlesa rocceaafnl.Oompondanoe solicited.

Ready

now. You

Grand California Excuralons.

cheapest

MEDICINE

are started freo. Capital not
required. Delay not. All of the above will
bo proved to you, and you will find yourself
on the roa 1 to a handsome fortune, with a
largo and absolutelysure income from tho
very start
All is

:

u

WANTED GOOD MAN

A negro died one day last week near
“Is dot a vinze?” he fairly yelled, in Pasadena, Cal., from hemorrhage of
the most astonished manner; “den, by the lungs, brought on by throwing a
gracious,I lose me tousands und tou- stone at a squirrel.
sands of dollars on dose vinzes. Every
You Can Loum How to Get Rich
time I see dey have started a vinze, or
struck a vinze, I buy dor schtocks,and By sending your address to Hallott A Co ,
every time dey go down right avay. It Portland,Maine; they will send you full inalways vas a wonder to me why de formation about work that you can do and
lire at homo, wherever you are located.Work
Comstocks didn’t pay more dividends adapted to all ages and both sexes, f 5 to 126
and levy fewer assessments ven dore a day and upwards easily earned. Some have
vas so many hundred vinzes in der earned over #50 in a day. All succeed grandly.
He walked, out leaving the door open,
and I could hear him repeat at every
third step, as he went down the stairs
“Oh, dose vinzes! Oh, dose vinzes!”—

PhyiioluM Itoaiais* Iron

__

tion.

mines. ”

Bitters
ANSWERED.

flgpssiipig

:

“What do you mean

Browns Iron

delicate and very apt to become
Those complaining of Boro Throat or
strained. The raising of the fore foot
Hoarsenoss should use Brown’s Bronchial
rests them, and throws the weight on Troches. Tho effect is extraordinary,
parthe hind legs. In the stable a horse ticularly when used by singers and siwakcrs
will always kick out a hole in which to for clearing the voice.
put his hind feet, and those who
The w filch dog is not n dentist, but ho
study the comfort of thoir horses al- does a great business iu insertingteeth.
ways make the front part of the
The Oenulne haa Trade Mark and crossed red lines
The dangers of croup may bo averted by
stall higher than the back. Besides,
on wrapper. TAKE NO OTHER.
using Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
this has a perceptible effect on the
beauty of a horse, and-, the prettiest
It would be a cold day for Ireland if she
shoulders are always found on horses should lose her Ulster.— Boston Courier.
rnereotlcworker : business In hto section. Salary
870. References.AntM’f’g House, 8 Barclayat, NX
whose stalls are constructed in accordA superior hair dressing. Always safe and
ance with the animal’sinstinct.”- Far
FACE, HANDS, FEET,
beneficial to use. Hall’s Hair Ronowor.
riei''8 Talk.
nml all their Imperfection*, inetodlngIV

WORLD

relief

!

•t* ‘ PRESSES.

DE DERICK'S HAY,.

CURES ALL

thoewtomer
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DR.RADWAYS PILLS

_

Order on trial,uUtlrwaTtrcircuiarouU locationo|
Western and Southern Storchouros and Agentl.
P.KaDlDlRIOK A 00., Albany, N. Y.

M line

i

DYSPEPSIA! IAN

cago, III
“The exporioncoof Dr. Clark is not strange All druggists.
us. In our correspondence wo have found
Charming Ugly People.
“BUCHU-PAIBA."
that many thousands of people are suffering
DRi RADWAY’S PILLS aro * ct,re fnr 11118
irom what they think is consumption, whereas
Saint-Simon’s Memoirs is the most i ,Q?ick’ complete cure, all annoying kidney,
madder, and urinary diseases. $1. At druggists.
the real difficultyis with the liver and kidconsoling book in the world for ugly
neys, proven by the fact that when those or“ROUGH ON RILE” PILLS.
gans are restoredto health by the use of War- people. Half the men and women we
Small granules, small dose, big results,pleasner’s safe cure the consumption disappears, meet in his pages are without personal
ant in operation, don't disturb the stomach. 25o.
and so does uremic or kidney poisoning, which beauty, but by no means without
causes so many symptoms of diseases that the
charm
; and one is almost deluded into
“ROUGH ON DIRT.”
human system is subject to. The same may
Ask for “Rough on Dirt." A perfect washing
be said of rheumatism, caused by an acid con- the belief that the body is rather as a
powder found at last ! A harmless, extra line,
dition of the system. Wo insist upon what costume at a masquerade than a cosDisease*70CUr® tor Ecroluli “d all Blood and Skin
we always have claimed, if vou remove the tume on the stage, and neither indi- A 1 article, pure and clean: sweetens, freshens,
bleaches,and whitens without the slightest in'
BADWAY A CO.. N. Y.
cause, the system will soon perfect the icork
jury to finest fabrics. Unequaled for fine linens
already begun. Sirs. Rev. Dr. Theodore Wolf cates nor influences the part one plays.
and laces,general household,kitchen, and launof Gettysburg,Pa., wife of the editor of the Occasionally ho carries his liberal ^TUS®. Softens water; saves labor and soap.
Lutheran Quarterly, said her friends thought courteousness of descriptionto a some- Gc, 10c, 25o. At druggists or
**
her far gone with consumption,’but after a what comic extreme, as when he says
thorough treatmentwith Warner’s safe cure
Pure Cod Livor Oil mado from selected
she says: ‘I am perfectly well’ We can cite of Mme. de Foix: “She was the pret- livers on the sea-shore by Caswell, Hazard A
thousands of such cases, but one is enough. tiest humpback ever seen ; tall, in early Co., New York. It is absolutely pure and
If you publish the above article,kvidly send years dancing moat charmingly, and sweet. Patients who have once taken It preits a marked copy. ”
having so much gra e that one could fer it to all others. Physicianshave decided
Wo gladly give place to the article,for if wo
it superiorto any of tho other oils in market
not
wish that she were not humpback.
can m any way stay the ravages of consumption, which carries away so many millions She was veiy little at court, very much
“Rough on Bats" clears out rata, mice. 15c.
yearly, it is our boundon duty so to do. — Pun.
Constructed on the new method of atringing, on elmin the great world ; . . . extremely
"Rough on Corns"— hard or soft corns. 15c,
liar term*. Send for descriptive
Catalogue.
amusing, without the least malice, and
“Rough on Toothache. " Listaut relief. 15o.
Going to Hulls Unasked.
MASON
& HAMLIN ORGAN AND PMNO CO.
"Bough on Dentist" Tooth Powder, 10c.
never more than 15 years old; when she
to

ke?lD«l!lcone

Internal or External.
fiOc a Bottle.
BOLD DT DRUOOlBTfl.

Tho Chicago,Rock Island A Pacific Railway
announces three grand first-class oxcursious
of the Stomach. Uver.
to tho Pacific Coast, leavingChicago Nov. 9th,
Boweto, Kidnera. Bladder,NervousDiseuoi, Lose of
Appetite,
Headache,
CoetiYene»«,
BillotmNov. 16th, and Doc. 7th, at extremely low m-fM. Fever, inflammation of theIndigeetion.
pin in an easy chair, for instance. Dr. Pierce’s
Bowels. Plloe. and
“PleasantPurgativePellets” are small things rates. For additionalinformation, tickets, all derangement*of the Internal viecera. Purely
pleasant to take, and they cure sick-hoadaches. sleeping car accommodations, etc., applv to
tcri o fa ' Irugg1 lal11*^ uo mercury, minerals,or delonearest ticket agent or address E. A. Holrelievo torpid livers, and do wonders. Being
Prlce. *6 cent* per box. Sold by all druggist*.
purely vegetablethey canuot harm any ona brook G. T. A P. A, C., It L A P. R’y, Chi-

Despise Not the Day of Small Things.
Wo have received Little things may help a man to riae-a bent

the Publishers

the above interviewfrom

Michael ^tregoff.9
Mr. G.

__

IN

NORTHERN

Pchw!?s

Ing Lands for Sale at 15.03 an acr«
on longtime.KXTItAOKDlNAHY Indue*.
_ ments offered.
ot
I Full Particulars,with good Man.

NO DROUTHS

CYCLONES

FREE. Addroas C. L.

COLBY,

’

Laid Com. Wiu foatnl K. j, lilwHke*. Wli

SiRSIPiRILLMN RESOLVENT,

grocers.

Mason SlHamo

UNRIVALED ORGANS
MarrolouaCures have been performed,and wiU
nessed by thousands of people, who can testify to
THt WONDIBrULHXALINQ POWXB Of

UPRIGHT PIANOS.

Some of the papers appear to be died childless at 55, regrettedby every
surprised because the prisoner in “the one.”— ATew York Evening Post.
aristocratic libel case” attendedseveral
An Obstacle to Physical Well Relng“receptions”without being invited by
Physicians rightly characterizeconstipation
any one. There is nothing new in this
sort of effrontery, which has been quite as an obstinateimpedimentto the welfare of
common ever since there commenced the body. The performanceof the more imporwhat Lord Beat onsfield termed “those tant functions, such os digestion, biliary socrovast and successful invasions of societv tion, and an active circulation of the blood, are ,
by new classes.” Thirty years ago, interruptedby it in a greater or less degree, aa
when Lady Palmerston’s parties were the development of the complaint is incipient 1
or mature. Not at once, of course, but with
the best in London, she used to say reasonable promptitude, Hostetter's Stomach
that she never gave one which was not Bitters will remove every symptom to which it
attended by people who had either not gives rise, as well as all minor maladies that
Pring from It, among them Indigestion and
been invited for the night they came, or chronicbillouenese. From drenchingcathartica
(in most instances) who had not been it is vain to hope for permanent benefit,and
there aro few purgatives that aro not violent and
invited at all Lady Palmerston, whose profuse in their operation.Blue pill and caloparties (even on her “political” even- mel arc designedto act upon the liver only, and
ings) were strictly “select” in the best taken frequently are pernicious to health. ’ The
Bitters producesrelaxation of the bowels withsense of the term, was very good-nat- out pain, and a renewal of thoir regularity.It
ured and always refused to resent these also conquer* fever and ague, rheumatism
neuralgia, and inactivity of tho kidneys.
liberties. “If it pleases them to come,
I am glad they should do so,” she used
Appearances are deceiving in this world.
to say : “Beceptions”are now a vast The nicest man you ever met was a buncoomnium-gatherum,the invitations usu- steerer.—
ally being issued by the upper servants,
SAM JONES AND THE 'QUAKE.
whereas Lady Palmerston wrote every
(Extract Atlanta Constitution.
card herself, so that if people like to
Sam Jones says, “The ’quake is an awful
dispense with the formalityof an invi* thing— a visitation that is alarming, but it
tation they may safely count on escap- wdl help the meeting. People will stop
ing detection. t Balls at “new houses” and think for a littlewhile, for I tell you
are invariably attended by people who that sinners are cowards. Nobody can
have never been asked, as' when the in- stand the earthquake ague but a Christian.
That is an ague that Simmons Liver Regvitations are sent out by two or three
ulator can’t cure.”
different individuals the foolish hostess
But for Ague, Dumb Ague, Fever and
is simply at the mercy of audacious inAgue, Swamp Fever, Intermittent Fever,
truders.— Zom/on Truth.
and Chilh and Fever— in a word, Malarial
Quake, Hie one sure preventive and cure,
Denouncinga Fraud.
positivein its results and speedy in its ac-

_

man Quaoker is com- tion, is Simmons Liver Regulator, a purely
a Dakota editor to his vegetablepreparation, prepared by J. H.

“I see that this
ing again.” said

or 4 hours every night, coughing.— Got immediate relief and sound rest by
using “Rough ou Coughs" Troches, 10 cents.

The mother's favorite cough medicine for
the children and adults Is “Rough on Coughs"
Troches, 10c. Liquid, ‘Bh:.

.

l08lng your grlP 011 Wo. try “Wells’
Health Bonewer."Goes direct to weak eixjta.

T)i^LV?r*8 lmme(Rate,and a euro
Plso s Remedy for Catarrh. 60 cents.

Addrotu WIZARD OIL COMPANY, CHICAGO.

PATENTS

LIFE PKEHEltVEK.

vr

The BUYERS’

DO YOUJKSJ

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

energetic man
UfE WANT YOU! aor woman
W profltaoloemploymentto representus inneeding
every

county. Salary 976 per month and erpenerK,
_
or a
large commluion on aalea it preferred. ood* staple.
pvery on# buys. Outfit and particulars Free.
STANDARD SILVERWARE 00., BOSTON, MASS.
(3

you.

feSa'/ASTHMi

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
blood purilerbeforethe public.It Eradicates every Impurity, and cures Scrofula.Salt
Bheum. Dolls, Pimples, all Humors. Dyspepsia,
Biliousness,Sick Headache, Indigestion,
General
Debility. Catarrh,Rheumatism,Kidney and Liver
Is

_

_

_

TO USE OUOK«.

BARNEY'S PERPETUAL PERFUMES
Are the Finest In the World.
10

30 FEDERAL

“T

PortPia.

ST.. Boaton. Mass.

Has met peculiar and unparalleled aaocesa at
home. Such haa become its popularityin Lowell.
Mass., where It la made, that whole neighborhood*
are taking it at the aame time. Lowell druggiate
aell more of Hood’s Sarsaparilla than of all other

IOO Doses One Dollar

opivi

ssssssisssa

PAY

theiA

BW

MONTGOMERY WARD

A CO.

LADIES PROPOSING

Complaints, overcomes that tired feeling, createa
an appetite, and budda up tho system.

aaraaparillaa
or blood puriflera.$1; aix for 95.
Sold by druggiate. Prepared only by O. I. HOOD
k CO.. Apothecaries,Lowell, Mas*.

"

2216c 2*0 Wabash Aveaae* Chicago, III.

the best

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

~

have fan with. These INVALUABLE
BOOKS contain information gleaned
from the markets of the world. Wo
will mall a copy FREE to any address upon receipt of 10 cts. to defray
expense of mailing. Let ns hear from
RespectfaUy,

lire

man. fltowfliAO*
Ariestown,Ma*a.

la

!
Si

-

Hso.aubKribe for TIlK CHICAGO I.KUGKH,
only Ml.ftO per year. Your Postmaater la agent for
Hand will receiveyour subacriptlon.

I« a peculiarmedicine.It 1* carefullyprepared
from Sareaparilla,Dandelion. Mandrake,Dock,
Flpaiisewa,Juniper Berries, and other well-known
and valuable vegetable remedies by a peculiar
combination, proportion, and process,giving to
Hood’s S irsaparilla curativepower not possejsed
by other medicines.

GUIDE

loaned Sept, and March,
e*u>h year. AaT 313 pages,
8>;xll>£ Inches, with over
3,600 Illustrations— m
whole Picture Gallery.
GIVES Wholesale Prices
direct to consumers on all goods tor
personalor family use. Tells how In
order, and gives exact cost of everything yon use, eat, drink, wear, or

iDr. Frazier'* Magic Ointment will
(remove Pimples, blackheads and
reddei. Itheals cute, burns, chap-

sure.

referring to a travel- Zeilin & Co., of Philadelphia.It strikes
ing physician, “and I have, just written at the seat of the disease by regulatingthe
to *8 a day. Samples werth 91-30.FREE.
Unea not under the horae’a feet. Addreaa
a column article which I think will fix Liver. It produces a healthy,vigorous conwater'aSafety Beta Holder.Holly,Mich.
him. I spoke of his deluded victims dition of the body in place of the general
debility which accompaniesMalarial Fevers.
and
A cloud of witne -ses, numbering the best
“Well, it won’t look hardly right, and noblest of tho land, will attest the truth
will it- he just came in and left an ad.” of this assertion.
___
“ DON’T
A
PRICE!"
“Is that so ? One of his column ads ?”
Why Will You Dio?
“Yes, he said that he had decided to
HCOYILLE’8 SARSAPARILLA,Ol! BLOOD
advertise in our paper exclusivelyas
AND LIVER SYRUP for tho core of Scrofnhe believed it to be an excellent melous Taint, Rheumatism, White Swelling, Gout/
dium.”
Goitre, Consumption, Bronchitis, Nervous De“Yes, of course. Say,” he added,
bility, Malaria, and all diseases arising from
turning to the foreman, “just kill that
hooka given awav. Among them are: Law Without
an impure condition of the blood. Certificates
piece headed ‘Death to all Quacks and
Frauds.’ 1 must go and write another can bo presented from many leading physito take the place of it — I suppose we cians,ministers, and heads of families throughtho«Mo?V People’* History 0f United
might as well give the Doctor a prettv out the land, indorsing SCOVILL’S BLOOD
AND
LIVER
SYRUP.
We
aro
constantly
in
good send-off.”-—jfcta/fineBell.
,book,Jmd one rear, all post-paid,
receipt of certificatesof cures from tho most
**• “ ,ub*crtbed before
Thb small boy who plays circus with the reliable sources, and wo recommend it as tho
tnok-goat”in his back yard should see
best knQwn remedy for tho euro of the above
that the St. Jacobs Oil bottle is not empty.
BUBAL HOME 00. Ltd.
disease®
Wit boat Premium, OScayeaiTRooBxsTna. N.Y

_

Oil.

HAS NO IQUAL FOB THB CUM OP

Book-keeping,Badness
HOME HTUDY.
£iTUT>Y*
Form*. Penmanship,Arithmetic. Hhort-

LADIES
SEND FOB OUB ELEGANT

Stationery Package

I

Containing the followingnecessary articles:

SSfr/tofiSl**

10

Tnde- Seodf

_

_

LIGHTHOUSE Aor.hpgfpr.iy.V.
MENTION THIS farm wm vamaa to .smnsaas

J.C.

OLD SOLDI ERA

WAR

60 Sheets Fine Note Paper, latest stjlt.
60 Hsndtome Wore Envelopes.
26 tillt-Edge Regret Girds*
25 Envelopes for inelosinp cards.
1 Elegant Self-Closing Enameled-Flnlsh
Visiting Curd Case, containing 60
Fine Gilt-Edge Visiting Csrds*

contribute

?ood* tf®fu Put up Ins neat box, and

“inpAOlV'l'fjlikli

busmess manager,

-

IT

Boston, New York, Chicago.

Wide awake 3

’

J

Hamlin’s Wizard

SS
received*

IiSSlS5-«!|a

wck**a4nddeUv«r “

mSUCKER
. None greats* ant**.
MUnipcdwit* th* aimv.
MIDI KiBK.
ArttTwlhe'-FISH

‘M-wa

c‘uc^iv?m,r.Egl,iaK;^

cott

ft"nSH

H H

3313ml

-

to you .aaSonaa

ABJ 1^0 W B

Ilf

BRAND SUCKfl
‘he hardest Horn,

m rn'otiypy Bo .ton*

IDYERTISERS
on advertisingapace

when

in

Chicago, will find it

on fib at

ar^iLORPlTHOHK,

CATARRH

CURE Guaranteed

RUPTURE

WH™

WK.T.NO TO

K

Boots and Shoes
-

Sedentary pursuits predisposepersons
to constipation.For constipation there is
nothing so good as Dr. Bull's Baltimore
Pills. Price 25 cents.

Castor

Price 25 cents.

Sweet

as the rose, Drcxel’s Bell

Cologne.

A

i

-

“CMtorla is so well adapted to children that
recommend It as superior to any prescription
known to me." IL A. Archer, M. D.,
U1 Bo. Oxford St, Brooklyn, N. Y.
I

182 Fulton Street, N. Y.

Van Patten 4 Sons

NO.

46,

Look

observe that

disposed of, criss-cross, just like this
bit of paper that I tear and put under the glass? A natural leaf does not
tear in that way. Scrape it, and you
will see that its fibers separate from
their hold in different directions.Soak
it in water and it will become soft and

Jackson’s Gallery,
EQUAL TO THE BEST MADE

dX‘“’s::" “s

as

)acco paper. __
d
there are in the country any more of
these cigars than the few I have left.
I do not think that there are. But I
know that great quantities of them are
sold all over Europe, and that the exportations to South America are quite

large. People there smoke them

in

and VALUABLE
have them copied and

OLD

Bring in your

PICTURES and

enlarged. Call and examine my work
whether you wish any done or not.
Remember the name and number

ATTENTION

JACKSON’S GALLERY
103

MONROE

Woodsmen.
We

Take

buy

Now

all

bom cuu, sh.To
A Seientifie Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo*
any time.

average

contractsor further informationapply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
or to G.

ED. VER SCHURE, Supt.
Van Putten & Sons’ atore.

Gold

Van Haalte
Silver and
—
—

Me

isville Courier-Journal.

.
H.

Holland. Mich., Sept.

12,

1886

of

C.

of

POSTMA.
36 6m

aid

the late firm of Best & Landaal,I have renovated and fitted np the atore in firsLclaas
style and have added largelyto the
general stock of goods.

CHAINS, RINGS, ETC.

Toilet

Hearse and Carriages
FOR FUNERALS.

A. C.

Holland,Mich., April

1,

1886.

Manufacturesand

s.

.,

sells

the

1886.

38-tf-

AND BOGGIES. No shop worn

or dirty Jewelry, but good
clean goods at honest prices, at the

of

have recently commenced the manufacture

Platform, Combination

&

old reliableStore of

OttO Breyman

Wagons,

1

leater

desire

Jewelry, Welches,

DIAMONDS,

will dispose of at the lowest possible
figures.

Silnmn, Flatidm ui Futv Book

81-8mos.
I

Special Assessors? Notice.
1886.

8CHOUTEN.

1886.

But sellingGoods

BTiaO-IES

,

DR. F. J.
HolUnd, Mich,, Oct. 20th,

CHEAPER THAN EVER.

•

Citt op Holland,
. Clerk’s Ornci, October 26,

GIVE ME A CALL!

Not Selling Out!

!

Watkins

Sept. 2nd,

have all the Prescriptions of the late Dr. R. B.
Best and can prepare any of them
on snort notice.

BEST WAGONS

Old pictures copied and enlarged. Which I
W. 8. WATKINS.
Holland, Mich

I

1885. 35-3m.

9 lyr.

PHOTOGRAPHS
w.

Mr. Ed. Scott has been engaged a* Clerk
and will wait on all customers with
conrtesy and politeness.

WYKHUY8EN.

tiept. 80,

FLIEMAN

City.

VAN RAALTE.

Waters

in abnndance and 1 particnisrlyinvite the ladles
of Hollandto call and Inspect my stock.

Holland,Mich.,

GIVE ME A CALL!

Medicines,

Plated Ware, Toilet Articles
Perfumes and

Livery and Sale Stable,
MARKET STREET.

him a call:

Holland Cigar Factory,

SCHOUTEN, Prop.

Having pnrehaaedthe bualncas and stock of

Silver Watcties, Drags

CLOCKS,

”

With Coats Wrong Side Out

Dr. F. J.

Store,

For making

New Photograph

At t!.e battle of Manassas the uniform of the First Louisiana Regiment
H. FOSTMA, Proprietor.
of Confederate Infantry was blue. Another Confederate rOgiment, mistaking
I hereby notify the public that I have removed
them for the enemy, fired upon them.
my factory to beventhStreet,between River and
An order was immediately given for the Market streets, where I will make the largest and
Louisianians to shuck their coats and best 5 and 10 cent Cigars ever offeredto the public.
put them on inside out, and the comical
spectacleof 800 men with their coats
Give
a Trial.
alb turned wrong put an end, for the
time being, to the pomp of war. This
My Prices are as Low as the
was the first “great reverse” that befell
Lowest.
the Louisiana troops in the war.— Lou-

WARD

FIRST

BARGAINS Drug

preference to the genuine and good real
Is now prepared to make Photographsof ail kinds
pn the highest style of the art at his
leaf cigars, grown and made in their Ladles hair cleaned and dressed in the latest
Express
own countries. Well, perhaps they
fashion.
the attention of all who
don’t know how the imported ones are
Gallery, To which I aInvite
light and durable wagon.
made. A dealer need not feel it comIn the Howard Block on River Street,opp.
pulsory upon him to tell, and there’s a FUtSKLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE!
Yates & Kane's Drug Store.
I have on hand a lagre assortment of
W. BAUMGARTEL,
great deal of virtue in a label to the
Those desiring pictures would do well to give
Hollakd. Mich.. March 19. 1886.

.

--

!

round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Stave Bolts, 83 Inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.,
Because I am going to sell out my entire
Black Ash Heading Bolls 88 inches long
Stock of Goods, consisting of
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

I

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

-FOR THE

there is a chance for

H.

you can get a

Suifosoribe
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Notice

The entire business is for sale,
with good will included.
Hacks for Weddings, Private
Parties and Receptions.

TONSORIAL PARLORS

Figures.

The only English paper in the Southern part of Ottawa County.

the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
will

And Get

GRAND RAPIDS.

BT.,

Farmers and

The Best livery in the

at

also done.

THE CITY.

Copying and Enlarging-

J.

a

IN

is

SPECIAL BATES TO CEDES. CUSSES, ETC.

Proprietor

» »

land Language

103 Monro* St, Grand Rapids,

Price 5 Cents.

BILLY'S

-ON THE-

Printing in the Hol-

SMOKE

its fibers are irregularly

1886.

20,

& Bangs' new Ad.

A.

HAVANA FILLED

ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Kremers

out for

forfeit

TS/LJ*1

-OF-

Buys One Dozen

XIOTAkXXj A.I*

cc

Printing

them.

$3.00

ITOTJ

H. WALSH’S.

see

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

Holland, Mich., Oct.

Avenue,

chopped up into filling for cigarettes.
By the way, how do you like that cigar

SHOE

BROS.’

Repairing promptly and
neatly done.

FLANNELS,

SMOKE

Job

Celebrated

Ladies. Call and

Dress Goods,

vost

doing

in the city, always on hand.

for

$1000

la-

BEST $3.00 SHOE

gestion,
t injurious medication.
Without;

GRAY

FAIT

Are supplied with every
cility for

I have the

G.

—

Honest Prices!

positively believes he would have died,
had It not been for the relief afforded by
Electric Bitters. Sold at fifty cents a
bottle by Yates & Kane.

you are smoking now ?”
. “Very well.”
“Good flavor? Burns well? Holds
well its fine white ash?”
“To all your queries— yes.”
“Well, that is one of the cigars I have
described to you the making of. Take
this knife and cut it open. Examine
its wrappers and the tiller carefully.
I am not surprisedto hear you say that
it looks like natural leaf, and that you
can trace the lines of the veins and fine
stems in it Of course you can. But
tear a bit in two and look at its edge
with this magnifyingglass. Do you

AT

Castor!* cures Colic,Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation.
Fills Worms, gives sleep, and promote# di-

Tux Cxstaub Compact,

A Peculiar Kind of Cigars.
Have on baud their Fall and Winter
A corresjtondent from New York
Stock of
writes: While seeking information
among retail tobacconists,a peculiar
preparation of tobacco used for the
manufacture of a certain inferior class
of cigarettes in Havana was spoken of,
and with some difficultyit was learned
that a German merchant, who is not in
that line of trade, had a box of peculiar
Woolen Blankets, Comforters,
cigars sent to him some time ago from
Germany as a sample, with a purpose of
inducing him to undertake putting them
on this market
LADIES' & GENTS’ UNER WEAR.
“Take a cigar,” he said, hospitably,
offering a box half full of the “weeds,”
and lighting one of them himself.
“Yes, I did have some such cigars sent
Yarns, Hosiery, Fur Caps,
me awhile ago, but I declined to have
anything to do with them, as there was
Flannel Dress Shirts,
no profit in them. They could not pay
duty and compete with the class of
cigars they would be expected to run
It will positively
against here. ‘Peculiar manufacture?’
Yes, rather. The richest, oiliest, rankest tobacco brought from some of the
West Indian Islands is first put through
a process exactly like that of making To examine our stock and compare prices
paper pulp. While it is in that state
before purchasingelsewhere.
chemistry’said is invoked to entirely
change its character. The elements
that render it rank . and offensive are
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
eliminated from it ; other essential oils
Holland,
Mich., Sept. 25, 1886.
and ethers are added to it. It can be
made to exactly counterfeit any tobacco
in the world, even the finest from the
Vuelta de Abnjn.
“When it is just right, it is run out
IF jror HAVANA FILLER.
in a film, that graduallygrows in thickness to a sheet, just as paper is made.
Upon this sheet certain acids are
lightly sprinkledin minute drops here
and there, to simulate upon the perfected sheet the littlespotsand blotches
that yon see in the genuine tobacco
leaf. The color has already been atg
tended to and regulatedso that it will
come oat just right for any shade of
cigar, from a Claro to an Oscuro, but
now other essential oils are touched to
the sheet in the most delicate way, to
x
give the rich, oily gloss of sub-cutaneous color, so to speak, that will be obi
served on the finest dark leaf. Finally
the sheet goes between powerful steel
rollers, upon the carefully matched
surface of which are deeply engraved
A GENTLEMAN’S
exact reproductionsin the most delicate
detail of markings of genuine tobacco
8 oaisrrs.
leaves. When those leaves are cut out
TUj Clf&r wtU ynrt u trprwtotM tad vfll b« Mtafr
•Irtljr adrcrtlMd la rttrj (ova for Hro doalon vke vlX
of the sheet, it requires the skill of an
affralau lu BMrlU aad puah U aoosrdlacljr.
expert to determine that they are not
Addreu BAMART R0&, 8* ip*
real. The remnants go back into the
ta# Fifth
CHIGACK*.
vat, and the leaves are, according to
their quality, made into cigars or

JOB ROOMS

Honest Goods

and Children.

for Infants

Mr. D. I. Wilcoxsou, of Horse Cave,
Kv., says he was, for many years, badly
afflicted with phthisic, also diabetes; the
pains were almost unendurableand would
sometimes almost throw him into convul-'
sions. He tried Electric Bitters and got
relief from first bottle and after taking six
bottles, was entirely cured, and hud
gained in flesh eighteen pounds, trays ho

“NEWS”

E. HEBOID’S

Saved His Life.

TOBACCO PAPER PULP.

-

AT

Give the little suffererat once Dr. Bull's
Baby Syrup for all disorders of babyhood!

i

-THE-

THE FINEST

For their horses and cows in the fall
and spring of the year farmers should use
Day’s Horse Powder.

am making

Gold and Silver Watches at Rea)
J

ALL KINDS OF OARS

To Gustave Knntson,R. Schaddclceand Owner They cannot be beat, and I make anythingin the
hardwood line.
and each of yon are hereby notified that a specialassessmentroll, for the repair of
sidewalks,has been reportedby the Board of
Asaessora to the Common Connell of the City of

Unknown. You

and Wagon

Com- Carriage
mou Council has fixed upon the 16th day of
November,1886. at 7:80 o'clock p. m.. at the
Common Connell rooms In said city, as the time Call and See
and place when and where they will meet with tho
Holland, and filed in this office, and that the

Board of Asseasors to review said roll.
By order of the Common Council.
Gxo. H,.StPr, City Clerk.

Me

before

Painting

Purchas-

ing Elsetvhere,
J. FLIEMAN,
Hollakd, Mich. March

18,

1886.

sonable Prices.

All

the Goods are warranted

to be just as represented.
am prepared to do repairirgand engraving promptly and in the best manner
Come and examine our stock. No
I

trouble to show Goods.

O.

Holland, Mich.,

Oct.

BREYMAN.

20,

1886.

